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ABSTRACT 

A new spherical-shell radiative transfer model has been developed, with partic

ular emphasis on the accurate calculation of the scattered radiance in the limb of 

the atmosphere. The model accounts for the spherical geometry of the atmosphere 

for all orders of scattering, but neglects the influence of polarization and refraction. 

Solutions are obtained by the successive orders of scattering method for several solar 

zenith angles simultaneously, using the inherent symmetry of the radiation field 

about the sub-solar point. The model is described by comparing and contrasting it 

with the model previously presented by Thome (1990) and Herman et al. (1994). 

The new model is tested against independent calculations to demonstrate the 

accuracy of the method. Its results are compared with the Monte Carlo calculations 

presented by .Adams and Kattawar (1978) and Kattawar and .Adams (1978) for a 

homogenous atmosphere. .A.greement is observed to within the stated statistical error 

of the Adams and Kattawar (1978) and Kattawar and Adams (1978) results for all 

lines of sight, including those in the limb. Comparisons are also made to the results 

obtained by the Herman et al. (1994) code for a more realistic atmospheric profile. 

These comparisons reveal excellent agreement outside the limb of the atmosphere, 

but some significant disagreement in the hmb. which must be investigated further. 

Finally, preliminary results are presented that demonstrate the sensitivity of limb 

scattered radiances to changes in the ozone profile. Limb radiances are shown to be 

sensitive to a relatively small change in the ozone abundance in a thin layer of the 

atmosphere. However, the observed sensitivity is shown to decrease when aerosol 

scattering is added to the model atmosphere. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Justification of this work 

The model described herein simulates the transfer of monochromatic ultraviolet, vis

ible or near-infrared radiation through a spherical-shell planetary atmosphere, given 

the optical properties of the atmosphere, the reflection characteristics of the plane

tary surface, and the incident radiation upon the upper boundary of the atmosphere. 

Such radiative transfer calculations are of interest for two primary reasons. 

First, most of the energy emitted by the sun falls within this range of wave

lengths. Solar energy is the dominant driver of the observed atmospheric motion 

and thermodynamics, and one must accurately account for the absorption, emis

sion. and scattering of radiation by the atmosphere and planetary surface in order 

to understand the observed behavior of the physical system. In theory, the model 

presented here could be used to calculate the solar energy distribution as a function 

of position and direction for a given atmosphere, by performing many monochro

matic calculations throughout the solar spectrum. However, the absorption lines 

due to molecular oxygen, ozone, etc. have such fine structure that the optical prop

erties of the atmosphere often vary greatly over relatively small wavelength intervals. 

This fact makes "line-by-line" monochromatic calculations an extremely laborious 
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method for calculating the distribution of solar energy. In practice, methods have 

been devised that are more efficient, but calculate the scattering less accurately, and 

therefore all such methods must be validated by comparing their results to those of 

a more rigorous line-by-line calculation. 

The second primary motivation for radiative transfer calculations of the distri

bution of solar energy is the fact that analysis of the radiation that emerges from a 

medium is often the primary (or only!) source of information concerning the interior 

properties of that medium. One often reciuires information concerning the atmo

sphere that cannot be measured directly. For e.xample. the abundance of strato

spheric ozone, the properties and concentration of aerosols, and the temperature 

structure over vast regions of ocean or uninhabited land e.xert significant influence 

upon the weather and/or climate. .-\.ll of these quantities vary on relatively small 

time and space scales that render direct measurement (with aircraft sampling, for 

example) ineffective and prohibitively e.Kpensive. .Although it often is not straight

forward to infer the desired physical quantity from a radiation measurement, it is 

frequently the only practical way to obtain the desired information. However, any 

indirect measurement technique must be thoroughly tested by comparison to direct 

measurements. 

Radiation measurements are therefore accepted as a necessary tool in monitoring 

the atmosphere. .\ radiative transfer model is vital in guiding the design of any 

radiation measurement program, providing the answers to questions such as: What 

type of measurement should be made? What is the reciuired dynamic range and 

sensitivity for the proposed instrument? What factors will limit the accuracy of the 

retrieval? Model calculations are crucial in determining what type of measurement 

will be most fruitful in revealing the physical properties of interest - and. perhaps 
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more importantly, what type of measurement will be entirely fruitless! 

The "planetary problem" in radiative transfer (as defined by Chandrasekhar. 

1960. p. 270) is specified as follows: parallel beam of radiation (corresponding to 

the very nearly parallel beams of the sun that reach the Earth's atmosphere) is inci

dent upon a plane-parallel atmosphere in a specified direction. No diffuse radiation 

is incident upon the upper boundary of the atmosphere. The atmosphere has a finite 

optical depth, and is bounded from below by a flat surface that reflects according to 

Lambert's law (isotropically) with a specified surface albedo. The incident radiation 

at the top of the atmosphere, the atmosphere itself, and the surface are of infinite 

horizontal extent, and the properties of the solar lieam. atmosphere and surface do 

not vary horizontally. Given the optical properties of the atmosphere and the sur

face. one can calculate the angular distribution of radiation uniquely throughout the 

atmosphere and at the surface. Chandrasekhar (1960) introduced the first solution 

to this problem for Rayleigh scattering atmospheres, but a wide variety of meth

ods of solution have been successfully applied to this problem for the more general 

planetary problem, in which Mie scattering and atmospheric absorption also occur. 

The radiative transfer model described herein is designed to address the plane

tary problem defined by Chandrasekhar (1960). but with the additional features that 

the curvature and finite horizontal extent of the planetary atmosphere are properly 

accounted for. The assumption that the optical properties of the atmosphere vary 

only with altitude is retained, and the surface characteristics also are not allowed 

to vary with position. The coordinate a.xes are oriented such that the incoming 

solar beams are anti-parallel to the c-axis of the coordinate system, as suggested by 

Lenoble and Sekera (1961). The advantage of this orientation is that the radiance 

distribution for a spherical-shell atmosphere will be symmetric about the c-axis. For 
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example, the radiances calculated on the zenith OT in Fig. 1.1 are also valid for any 

other zenith that intersects the circle . which is characterized by a single solar 

zenith angle 6q. 

This radiative transfer model solves for the radiance for several discrete solar 

zenith angles simultaneously, as indicated by the arcs above and below .V5'V' in 

Fig. 1.1. This offers potentially significant time savings over previous models, which 

require an entirely new calculation for each solar zenith angle. In addition, the 

solution as a function of position on the sphere can also be interpreted as a solution 

for a given atmosphere as a function of solar zenith angle. By solving the radiative 

transfer equation in this way. one can effectively calculate the radiance as a function 

of direction for the entire sunlit hemisphere (from the subsolar point at zenith OZ 

to the horizon at zenith OH), in a single pass. 

This radiative transfer model was designed primarily to simulate satellite mea

surements of the scattered radiance field in the edge (or "limb") of the atmosphere, 

as illustrated in Fig. 1.2. In particular, improved results are desired for paths that 

approach the horizon. But the model can be applied to any problem in which 

the spherical geometry of the Earth's atmosphere is important. The problem of 

interpreting L'mkehr measurements when the sun is near the horizon is but one ad

ditional problem in which the proposed model could be advantageously employed. 

The model should be particularly useful in supplying a benchmark calculation for 

spherical-shell radiative transfer problems, which could be used to assess the limi

tations of other, more appro.ximate methods. 

The remainder of this chapter includes a review of the e.xisting literature for 

the spherical-shell radiative transfer problem, and introduces the current radiative 

transfer model. In Chapter 2. the equation of radiative transfer is derived, and the 
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Figure L.2: Illustration of the limb scattering geometry. 
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details of the current radiative transfer model are explained in terms of the previous 

work done by Thome (1990) and Herman tt al. (1994). Chapter 3 contains com

parisons to past work that demonstrate the accuracy and flexibility of the present 

code. Chapter 4 contains conclusions, and indicates areas for future research. 

1.2 Literature review 

.A. truly immense amount of literature exists on the general problem of radiative 

transfer, i.e. the process by which radiant energy travels through a medium. Even 

if the focus is narrowed to include only radiative transfer through atmospheres 

(and exclude models that deal e.xclusively with diffusion of neutrons in a reactor, for 

example), the task of constructing an adequate literature review remains formidable. 

With this fact in mind, the first order of business must be to define what atmospheric 

radiative transfer work is excluded from the following review. 

Perhaps the first work on the subject of radiative transfer in spherical planetary 

atmospheres was performed by Chapman (19.'51). who studied the absorption of solar 

radiation as it travels through a non-scattering spherical atmosphere in which the 

absorption coefficient decreases e.xponentially with altitude. However, the e.xclusion 

of scattering processes simplified the problem so greatly that sophisticated radiative 

transfer models were not required. The problem is also greatly simplified if only one 

scattering event is permitted. This single-scattering approximation is never strictly 

valid, and is rarely acceptable in atmospheric applications. Thus, only methods that 

describe multiple scattering in planetary atmospheres will be included. 

Early work in the field of multiple scattering in planetary atmospheres employed 

the plane-parallel atmosphere approximation, in which the atmosphere is repre

sented by a series of homogenous, plane-parallel layers of infinite horizontal extent. 
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If the surface and solar beams are also assumed to be uniform and of infinite extent 

in the horizontal, and if the solar beams are represented as plane-parallel beams 

incident upon the upper boundary of the atmosphere, then the radiative transfer 

problem is greatly simplified. The seminal work on this subject was performed 

by .-Vmbarzumian (1942). whose work was greatly expanded and generalized by 

Chandrasekhar (1960). .\mbarzumian (1942) and Chandrasekhar (i960) introduce 

a method by which the radiance emerging from a plane-parallel. Rayleigh scattering 

medium can be calculated without explicitly calculating the internal radiation field. 

This work forms the basis for all subsequent work on the subject of multiple scatter

ing in planetary atmospheres, but the reader who is interested in a comprehensive 

review of plane-parallel atmosphere radiative transfer methods is referred to any of 

many excellent reviews (e.g.. Hansen and Travis. 1974: Irvine. 1975: van de Hulst. 

19S0a. 1980b: Lenoble. 1985: Kattawar. 1991). 

.\ great deal of work has also been done on the subject of radiative transfer in stel

lar atmospheres, in which the atmosphere and all boundary conditions have spherical 

symmetry. This symmetry simplifies the general equation of radiative transfer, and 

many efficient and elegant methods have been developed for the spherically sym

metric radiative transfer problem. However, most such methods lose much of their 

appeal when the spherical symmetry is disrupted (e.g.. by the addition of a non-

isotropic boundary condition, such as the plane-parallel incident rays of the sun). 

For this reason, methods developed for the stellar problem will be mentioned only 

if they serve as intermediate steps toward more flexible methods. Greater detail 

on the stellar radiative transfer problem is provided by Kalkofen (I9S4). Kalkofen 

(1987) and Sen and Wilson (1990). 

Finally, the work of Shia and \ung (1986) should be mentioned. They de
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velop an integral equation approach to find the reflected radiances at the top of the 

Earth-atmosphere system in the "far-field" case (i.e.. the radiances measured by an 

observer many Earth radii away from the Earth's surface). Their work is analogous 

in many ways to the work of Mie (1908). who derived a method for calculating the 

radiances reflected by a dielectric sphere at great distance from the sphere. How

ever. the present work is primarily motivated by the desire to simulate the radiances 

received by a satellite that orbits above the atmosphere of the Earth. Such satellites 

are typically a few hundred kilometers above the Earth's surface, which is a small 

fraction of the Earth's radius. The "near-field" solution for the reflected radiances 

is recjuired for this case, which is a more complex probleni. 

Even with this suite of restrictions, a number of methods have been applied to the 

study of radiative transfer in multiple-scattering, spherical atmospheres illuminated 

by a plane-parallel beam of solar radiation. The differential form of the radiative 

transfer equation for this case is given by Lenoble and Sekera (L961). .\lthough its 

form is relatively simple, the equation has no analytic solution. For this reason, many 

numerical methods have been developed to solve the radiative transfer ecpiation in 

this case. The following review owes much to the work of Sen and Wilson (1990). 

who note that the distinctions between the various methods are sometimes cosmetic 

rather than fundamental in nature. With that fact in mind, it is helpful to group 

those methods that share common features. 

The discrete ordinates method converts the integro-differential radiative trans

fer equation into a set of ordinary differential equations. It cannot represent the 

boundary conditions at a free surface well, but has been fairly successful in the flat 

atmosphere case using "equivalent boundary conditions" (Sen and Wilson. 1990). 

Dahlback and Stamnes (1991) solve the azimuthally averaged radiative transfer 
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equation in a spherical atmosphere by a perturbation method upon the fiat atmo

sphere solution. However. Herman et al. (199oa) note an incorrect statement made 

by Dahlback and Stamnes (1991) that calls into question whether the azimuthal 

averaging is performed correctly. 

The moments of intensity method converts the radiative transfer equation into a 

set of ordinary differential equations for the various moments of the intensity distri

bution as a function of direction. The problem of representing boundary conditions 

at a free surface is avoided by angular averaging. .An inherent problem with the 

method is that the number of unknowns always e.\ceeds the number of equations by 

one. forcing one to assume some relationship among the moments in order to close 

the system. The Eddington appro.ximation is the most famous closure assump

tion. but its general applicability is questionable (Sen and Wilson, 1990). L'nno 

and Kondo (1976) generalize the Eddington appro.ximation for spherically symmet

ric radiative transfer with a two-stream appro.ximation. Wilson and Sen (19S0a. 

1980b) expand on this work and allow illumination by a plane-parallel solar beam, 

using a three-stream appro.ximation and employing a simplified phase function for 

multiple-scattering calculations. .A similar set of assumptions is used by Sobolev 

(197-5) to make calculations for an atmosphere in which the extinction coefficient 

decreases e.xponentially with altitude. 

.As described earlier, .Ambarzumian {1942) and Chandrasekhar (1960) developed 

powerful radiative transfer methods that allow one to find the radiation emerg

ing from a Rayleigh scattering medium without explicitly calculating the internal 

radiation field. These methods were subsequently generalized to the spherical at

mosphere case, and they led to two powerful methods: the invariant imbedding (or 

"particle counting") method and the probabilistic (or "Monte Carlo") method (Sen 
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and Wilson. 1990). 

The invariant imbedding method was first applied to a spherical medium by 

Bailey (1964). Both L'esugi and Tsujita (1969) and Bellman et al. (1969) present 

an expression for the reflection function that describes the radiation emerging from 

the top of a spherical atmosphere illuminated by a plane-parallel beam. However, 

no numerical results for the resulting radiation field are presented. 

The Monte Carlo method was first suggested by Sobolev (1963). It basically in

volves simulating the paths of individual photons passing through a given medium 

until they exit the medium, using the optical path lengths and scattering phase func

tions to weight the probability of scattering or absorption events and the direction of 

the scattered beams. When many photons are traced through a given atmosphere, 

the distribution of energy by the model approaches the true distribution that would 

occur in the given atmosphere. The .VIonte Carlo method is extremely flexible, 

allowing complications such as complex model geometry, polarization, refraction, 

complicated phase functions, and inhomogenous atmospheres to be incorporated 

with relative ease. However, because the Monte (.'arlo method actually simulates 

the transfer of individual photons through the medium, a calculation made without 

a sufficiently large number of photons will exhibit statistical fluctuations, just as a 

radiation measurement made without a sufficiently long integration time will con

tain a large random error due to poor sampling. The standard deviation associated 

with a .VIonte Carlo calculation is roughly proportional to the square root of the 

computation time (Plass and Katlawar. 1967). and great computational effort is 

often required to reduce the statistical fluctuations to an acceptable level. 

The forward .Monte Carlo method (in which photons are traced from source to 

receiver in a straightforward manner) has been used by many authors to calculate the 
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distribution of radiation in spherical atmospheres (Marchuk and Mikhailov. 1967; 

Mikhaylov and Nazaraliyev. 1971: Antyufeyev and Nazaraliyev. 1973: Marchuk et 

al.. 1980). However, the method has essentially been supplanted by a variation called 

the backwards Monte Carlo method (in which photons are traced from receiver 

back to source). The method is equivalent to time reversal, not (as mistakenly 

asserted by Ding and Gordon. 1994) to interchange of source and receiver. Use 

of the backward Monte Carlo metliod is justified by Adams and Kattawar (1978) 

with single-scattering arguments. Gordon (1985) offers a more rigorous justification, 

based upon the work of Case (19-57) and Case and Zweifel (1967). The backward 

Monte Carlo solution e.xhibits smaller statistical fluctuations for a given amount of 

computational effort than its forward counterpart, and also allows one to focus upon 

calculation of radiation emerging in a particular direction, at the e.Kclusion of other 

directions. This method has been e.xtensively applied to the spherical atmosphere 

radiative transfer problem (Collins and Wells. 1970: Blattner et al..  1971: Collins et 

al., 1972: Blattner et al.. 1974: .\dams and Kattawar. 1978: Kattawar and .Adams. 

197S: .Aruga and Heath. 1982: Gordon. 1985: Ding and Gordon 1994). 

The successive orders of scattering (.SOOS) method (Hammad and Chapman. 

1939) employ's iteration to solve the integral form of the radiative transfer equation. 

Each new iteration allows another scattering event to occur, and the method con

verges when the addition of another order of scattering causes a negligible change in 

the calculated radiances. The .SOOS approach is employed by Belikov et al. (1993) 

to calculate the scattering by a vertically inhomogenous spherical atmosphere. How

ever. Belikov et al. (1993) present few details of their method, and Petropavlovskikh 

et al. (1996) find significant differences between the radiances calculated by the Be

likov et al. (1993) model and those calculated by other models. Petropavlovskikh 
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et al. (1996) speculate that the calculations performed using the method of Behkov 

et al. (1993) might have been truncated before convergence was achiev'ed by the 

model. The only significant disadvantage of the SOOS method, as noted by Lenoble 

(1985). is its relatively slow convergence. However, the method is well-suited for 

solution by parallel-processing computers (as opposed to the similar Gauss-Seidel 

method, for e.xample). which offsets this disadvantage somewhat. 

The method of Gauss-Seidel iteration also involves iteration to solve the integral 

form of the radiative transfer equation. The integral form of the radiative transfer 

equation is broken into a finite sum. and the resulting implicit equation for the 

radiance is solved through iteration until an additional iteration causes a negligible 

change in the calculated radiance. However, the number of iterations in the Gauss-

Seidel method is not directly related to the number ot scattering events included in 

the calculation. Thome (1990). Caudill (1994). Herman et al. (1994) and Herman 

et al. (199ob) apply the Gauss-Seidel method to the spherical atmosphere radiative 

transfer problem. The relatively slow convergence of the method of Gauss-Seidel 

iteration is the only disadvantage mentioned by Lenoble (1985). 

Other methods are mentioned briefly in the literature. The dodecaton approach 

to radiative transfer (D.\RT) is described by Whitney (1972. 1974). This approach 

breaks the integrals associated with the radiative transfer equation into finite sums, 

and seeks to minimize the number of phase function calculations required through an 

efficient distribution of radiation streams. The source integral method is employed 

by .\nderson (1983) to calculate averaged intensities in an isotropically-scattering 

spherical atmosphere as a function of solar zenith angle and altitude. Few compu

tational results of these methods are available in the literature. 

.A.11 of the above methods are valid. I)ut they vary in utility based upon the 
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problem at hand. Many methods become less attractive if the scattering properties 

of the atmosphere at hand are allowed to vary with altitude, or if the scattering 

phase function becomes complicated. Other methods fail (or recjuire e.xtensive mod

ification) if radiance values at interior points in the atmosphere are desired, or if 

the influence of polarization must be included. Still others do not offer sufficient 

angular resolution, or produce unacceptably inaccurate solutions. The details of the 

desired solution determine the most appropriate method for a particular problem 

(i.e.. the method that produces a solution of the desired accuracy, with the least 

computational effort). 

Even in the limb scattering diagram given as Fig. l."2. in which the thickness of 

the atmosphere is greatly exaggerated, one can see that the limb of the atmosphere 

fills a very small field of view when viewed from the altitude of a satellite. For 

e.xample. from an altitude of 610 km. a range of ±0.5 km about the tangent height 

h = 20 km subtends an angle a = 0.0204°. In order to get useful vertical resolution, 

the need for very fine angular resolution in the limb scatter measurement (and in 

the computed radiance values that are used to interpret the measurement) is clear. 

One of the goals of this work is to enable us to infer the height distribution 

of aerosols and absorbing gases from limb scatter measurements. Thus a radiative 

transfer model capable of treating an atmosphere of vertically inhomogenous com

position is required in order to interpret these measurements properly. .-Xtmospheric 

aerosols tend to be as large as or larger than the wavelength of interest. model 

that incorporates both the .Mie scattering phase function (which describes aerosol 

scattering) and the simpler Rayleigh scattering phase function (which describes scat

tering by the much smaller air molecules) with relative ease is therefore required. 

These considerations also restrict the choice of methods for calculating the scattered 
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radiances in the limb of the atmosphere. 

For example, the invariant imbedding method produces only radiance values at 

the top and bottom of a homogenous atmosphere, and loses much of its attrac

tiveness if modified to produce radiance values at interior points or for vertically 

inhomogenous atmospheres. The moments of intensity method does not seem well-

suited for use in detailed studies of the angular variation of the radiance field, due to 

the lack of a ph\'sically-bascd closure assumption for atmospheric studies. Lenoble 

(1985) notes that the discrete ordinates and D.-\RT methods also are not appropriate 

when the detailed angular variation of the radiance field is sought. The statistical 

fluctuations in a Monte Carlo calculation limit the accuracy that can be achieved 

with moderate computational effort. In addition, only the .Monte Carlo. D.ART. 

and Gauss-.Seidel methods have been e.\tended to include polarization in spherical 

atmospheres (Herman e.t al.. 1995b). 

The Gauss-Seidel method (used by Thome. 1990: Caudill. 1994: Herman et al..  

1994 and 1995b) and the SOOS method (used herein) calculate stable radiance 

values throughout the atmosphere, and they easily accomodate inhomogenous at

mospheres and complicated scattering phase functions. The most commonly cited 

limitation of both tiie Gauss-Seidel method and the SOOS method is the compu

tational effort that they require: however, the rapidly improving speed of modern 

computers makes this limitation less and less restrictive. 

1.3 Description of the radiative transfer model 

.•\.s noted by Chandrasekhar (1960), one must account for the polarization induced 

by scattering (particularly Rayleigh scattering) in order to calculate scattered ra

diances correctly. The four parameters introduced by Stokes (1S52) were endorsed 
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by Chandrasekhar (i960) as a convenient notation for the radiance and complete 

state of polarization of scattered radiation as a function of position and direction. 

The Stokes parameters have the physical dimensions of radiance and contain the 

following information: The radiance, the degree of polarization, the plane of po

larization. and the ellipticity of the radiation. For a particularly clear e.xplanation 

of polarization and a guide to the notation used in the literature, see Bohren and 

Huffman (19S3). pp. 44-56. In the correct vector radiative transfer equation, the 

four Stokes parameters are stored as a 4 x I column vector, while the role of the 

phase function is taken over by a 4 x 4 phase matrix. 

The scalar radiative transfer model presented here includes all significant orders 

of scattering by both molecules and aerosols, as well as absorption by atmospheric 

gases and aerosols, but it neglects the influence of polarization. The scalar radiative 

transfer equation, in which both the radiance and the phase function are treated as 

scalars. is never strictly correct: in fact, there is no theoretical basis for the scalar 

radiative transfer equation. Its use is justified by the fact that the radiation field 

calculated using scalar radiative transfer theory often differs only slightly from the 

correct radiation field, and requires considerably less computational effort to obtain. 

In fact. Kattawar (1990) proves that the diffuse irradiance is invariant between the 

scalar and vector radiative transfer approaches in the flat atmosphere case. Hansen 

(1971) finds an error of or less for many cases when scattering by a cloud of Mie 

scatterers is calculated using scalar radiative transfer theory. 

However, several authors (e.g.. ("handrasekhar. 1960: .Adams and Kattawar. 

1970: Hovenier. 1971: .Mischenko e/ nl.. 1994: Lacis el nl.. 199S) have undertaken 

flat atmosphere radiative transfer calculations for Rayleigh scattering atmospheres. 

Their comparisons show that scalar radiances can be in error by as much as 12% 
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under certain conditions. Mischenko e t  a l .  (1994) explain this observation in terms 

of the complete polarization induced by Rayleigh scatterers for the scattering angle 

90°. Neglecting the influence of polarization leads to significant errors in the mul

t i p l e  s c a t t e r i n g  c a l c u l a t i o n ,  p a r t i c u l a r l y  f o r  t h e  s e c o n d  s c a t t e r i n g  e v e n t .  L a c i s  e t  

al. (1998) also note that the scalar radiances cannot generally be improved through 

simple scaling corrections, due to the comple.x variation of the error in the scalar 

radiance as a function of scattering geometry, optical thickness, etc. 

Thus, the radiances calculated by this scalar radiative transfer code will be in 

error under certain conditions. The error is greatest for a moderately thick Rayleigh 

scattering atmosphere, due to the large degree of polarization induced by Rayleigh 

scattering and the fact that the second scatter is most greatly affected by the ne

glect of polarization. The error is less if the atmosphere is very thin (because the 

single-scattered radiances are accurately calculated by the scalar radiative transfer 

equation, even though the state of polarization of the single-scattered beam is not 

correctly represented) or very thick (because the influence of the exact scattering 

law declines as the number of scattering events increases). The error is also less for 

an atmosphere that includes absorption (which removes radiation regardless of its 

state of polarization). Mie scattering (which induces very weak polarization), and 

reflection by a Lambertian surface (which adds unpolarized light to the radiation 

field, decreasing the relative proportion of polarized radiation). 

In addition, refraction is neglected in the current radiative transfer model. .\11 

oblique radiation (i.e.. radiation that is not perpendicular to the Earth's surface) is 

bent toward the nadir as it penetrates the atmosphere, because the gradient of the 

atmospheric refractive index is positive toward the center of the Earth. The eff"ect is 

small when the sun is overhead, and no attempt is generally made to account for the 
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refractive bending of scattered beams. But refraction of the solar beam is significant 

for twihght calculations, and the omission of refraction limits the accuracy of the 

present radiative transfer model at large solar zenith angles. This effect is discussed 

further in Sect. 2.3.5. 

This scalar radiative transfer model will serve as a preliminary step towards 

a more comprehensive vector radiative transfer model, in the same way that the 

Gauss-Seidel scalar radiative transfer code developed by Thome (1990) and Herman 

et al. (1994) was subsequently augmented to include polarization by Caudill (1994) 

and Herman et nl. (1995b). This scalar radiative transfer model will also serve as 

a useful intermediate test to ensure that the geometry of the problem is handled 

correctly in the present method. 

The model is similar in many ways to the scalar spherical-shell radiative transfer 

models described by Thome (1990) and Herman et al. (1994). However, a Jacobi 

iteration scheme (cf. Carnahan et nl.. 1969. p. 298) is used in the present multiple-

scattering calculation, rather than the Causs-Seidel scheme used by Thome (1990) 

and Herman el al. (1994). The method of.Jacobi iteration is eciuivalent to the SOOS 

method. The geometrical conventions used in the present work is also differ from the 

conventions used by Thome (1990) and Herman et al. (1994). which will allow us to 

address new problems. However. gi\ en the amount of work involved in developing a 

new radiative transfer method, one might legitimately cjuestion the need for another 

scalar spherical-shell radiative transfer model that simply formulates the problem 

in a different coordinate system and uses a slightly different multiple-scattering 

iteration scheme! 

The need for a new model arises due to approximations that are made in the 

multiple-scattering calculation in Thome (1990) and Herman et al. (1994). These 
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approximations are known to introduce small errors as the solar zenith angle and/or 

the observation angle approach 90°. As seen in Fig. 1.2. ail limb scatter measure

ments are made for observation angles near 90°. .\nd much of the information 

needed for an L mkehr inversion conies from measurements made when the solar 

zenith angle is near 90°. The new. SOOS spherical-shell radiative transfer model 

is designed specifically to minimize appro.ximations for nearly tangent solar zenith 

angles and/or observation angles, and thus gives improved results for these cases. 

In addition, the Herman e t  a l .  (1994) code requires a separate calculation for 

each solar zenith angle, even if the atmosphere under consideration is unchanged. 

The radiance values calculated along one zenith are useful in the multiple-scatter 

calculation along another zenith. l)ut the Herman e/ nl. (1994) code contains no 

means of exchanging this useful information between calculations. The new SOOS 

radiative transfer model calculates radiance values for several solar zenith angles 

simultaneously. This permits information from calculations at one solar zenith angle 

to be used for calculations at another solar zenith angle, resulting in greater efficiency 

if several calculations for a particular atmosphere are desired (which is often the 

case). 

1.4 Geometry of the spherical atmosphere planetary problem 

The curvature of the scattering medium in the spherical-shell atmosphere radiative 

transfer problem introduces several geometric complications that do not arise in the 

plane-parallel atmosphere radiative transfer problem. It is simplest to enumerate 

these complications by first describing the geometry of the plane-parallel planetary 

problem described by Chandrasekhar (I960), and then noting the complications that 

arise in the analogous planetary problem for a spherical-shell atmosphere. 
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In a general steady-state radiative transfer problem, the scattered radiance is 

a function of five independent parameters: three parameters that specify the posi

tion in the atmosphere, and two parameters that specify the direction in which the 

radiation is traveling. However, in the planetary problem for a plane-parallel, hori

zontally homogenous atmosphere described by Chandrasekhar (I960), there clearly 

is no variation of the radiance field for a given direction in either horizontal dimen

sion. This reduces the number of independent parameters with which the scattered 

radiance varies to three: one parameter to specify the altitude in the atmosphere, 

and two parameters that specify the direction in which the radiation is traveling. 

In the plane-parallel atmosphere, the set of two angles that specifies the direc

tion of a given pencil of radiation is constant along the entire path (provided that 

refraction is neglected, and therefore radiation always travels in a perfectly straight 

line). The polar angle. 0. (measured from the zenith at the point in question) and 

the azimuth angle, o. (measured counter-clockwise from the direction of the solar 

beam when viewed from above, with the azimuth angle of the solar beam Oq = 0° 

by definition) do not vary with position along the radiation path PA in Fig. 1.3. In 

addition, the solar zenith angle. OQ. is constant throughout the atmosphere, due to 

the the plane-parallel geometr\' of both the solar beam and the atmosphere. Finally, 

the length of the segment PA (called A.s in Fig. 1.3) is related to the difference in 

altitude between .-I and P (called Ar in Fig. 1.3) in a straightforward manner by 

However, the geometry becomes more complicated when the assumption that 

the atmosphere is plane-parallel is rela.xed. .-\.s shown in Fig. 1.4. the position 

in the atmosphere is specified with an Earth-centered coordinate system, oriented 
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Figure 1.3: Illustration of the flat atmosphere geometry. The /y-a.xis points into the 

page. The path PA lies in the solar plane, with o = 0°. 
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Z A  

X  

Figure 1.4: Illustration of the Earth-centered (.r.//.r) and zenith-centered ( x ' . i j ' . : ' )  

coordinate systems used in the present code, including the definitions of r.Oo.q.O. 

and o. The solar beam that intersects .1 is indicated by a dashed ray. The projection 

of OA onto the .r// plane and the projection of PA onto the s'lj ' plane are indicated 

by dashed lines. The point at which O A  intersects the surface of the Earth is 
indicated by 5. 



such that the incoming solar beams are anti-parallel to the r-axis. The position 

of the point .4 is specified in spherical coordinates by r (the distance OA. from 

the center of the Earth to the point .4). (the polar angle at .4 measured from 

the --axis, which is equal to the solar zenith angle at .4 due to the orientation of 

the coordinate system), and // (the azimuth angle at .4. measured counter-clockwise 

from an arbitrarily chosen .r-axis, when viewed from abov^e). 

To specify the direction in which a pencil of scattered radiation is traveling 

(indicated by P.4 in Fig. 1.4). a zenith-centered coordinate system is employed. 

The r'-a.Kis coincides with 0.4. the local zenith that passes through the point .4. 

The direction in which the radiation is traveling is specified by a local polar angle. 

9. measured relative to the r'-axis. and a local azimuth angle, o. The angle o is 

measured counter-clockwise from the .r'-axis when viewed from above. The x'-axis 

is defined by the projection of the incident solar beam onto the plane perpendicular 

to the c'-axis. The solar plane at .4 is defined by the local zenith at .4. 0.4. and the 

solar beam that passes through .4. 

The first advantage of this formulation is the symmetry that is established with 

respect to the Earth-centered azimuth angle If the radiance that corresponds to 

a particular set of values (r. 0^. //. 0. o) is known, then this value must be equal to 

the radiance corresponding to the values (r. ^'o. ;/ '. 0. o). 0° < rj' < 360°. due to the 

symmetry established with respect to q. This reduces the number of independent 

parameters in this problem by one. allowing us to consider only variations with r. 

BQ. 9. and o. 

Radiation is constrained to travel in a linear path when refraction is neglected, 

which contributes to the relative simplicity of the flat atmosphere radiative transfer 

problem. But when the atmospheric medium is not plane-parallel, the curvature 
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of the medium causes the values of the local angles 0 and o that describe a giv'en 

radiation path to vary as a function of position along the linear radiation path. 

Referring to the triangle OAF in Fig. l.o. the local polar angle at P. 6p. can be 

c a l c u l a t e d  f r o m  t h e  r a d i i  r ^  a n d  r p  a n d  t h e  l o c a l  p o l a r  a n g l e  a t  . 4 .  0 b y  

O p  = arcsm 
r . A .  .  
— sm ̂ 4 

i r p  
(1.2)  

from the Law of Sines. Note the definition of - (the angle between O A  and O P )  in 

Fig. 1.5. which equals Op — 0\ from trigonometry and is used to find 

sin 
A.s = rp—(1.3) 

sm U ^ 

again from the Law of Sines, where is the path length PA. 

To determine the values of the solar zenith and azimuth angles at P  [ O ^ . p  and O p .  

respectively) in terms of the corresponding values at .4 {Oq and 0\. respectively) 

for a general path PA. one can use spherical trigonometry. If one defines a unit 

circle centered at O. then the points Z'. .4' and P' represent the intersection of this 

unit circle with the r-a.\is. OZ: the zenith that passes through .4. 0.4: and the 

zenith that passes through P. OP: respectively. The points Z'..4' and P' are the 

vertices of the spherical triangle shown in Fig. 1.6. It is not intuitively obvious that 

t h e  a n g l es  i n  t h e  s p h e r i c a l  t r i a n g l e  Z ' .  V P '  w i l l  d e s c r i b e  t h e  v a l u e s  o f  O p  a n d  O q  p  

that characterize the point P and the path P.4. but more exhaustive analysis with 

plane triangles (not presented here) confirms that this is the case. 

Spherical triangle formulae can be used to determine O p  and O Q  P  from the known 

values of 0.4. and -. For e.xample. 

cos O Q _P  = cos O Q  ^ COS + sin 6^o..4 sin - cos 0,1 (1.4) 
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O.P 0.A 

Figure 1.5; Illustration of a radiation path lying in the solar plane. The solar beams 

that intersect P  and .4 are indicated by dashed lines. The c-a.\is is indicated by O Z .  

and the set of all points with a particular solar zenith angle is a cone centered on the 

r-a.\is. Note that none of the variables (V.OQ.O.O) is constant along the indicated 

radiation path PA. 
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Figure 1.6: Illustration of the spherical triangle Z ' A ' P ' .  
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from the Law of Cosines for sides of oblique spherical triangles (Beyer. 19S4. p. 

146). Because of problems due to division by zero or ambiguous results when inverse 

trigonometric functions are evaluated by a computer, a less direct route is taken to 

find Op. First, the appropriate value of Arj for the path under consideration is 

computed using the Half-angle formula for oblique spherical triangles 

1  arctan 
k  

1  arctan 
sini-s - - ) sini-s - - ) 

where .s and Ic are gi\-en by 

+ ̂ o.p)/- (1.6) 

and 

A-- = sin(.s - ) sin(.s -  O Q .A  ) sin(.s - O^ p) 

sin 
(1.7) 

respectively, noting that 0° < Aq < 180° (Beyer. 1984. p. 147). L'sing (1.5). (1.6) 

and (1.7). Op can be calculated from Gauss's fornuila for oblique spherical triangles 

180° — O p  —  2arccos 
^0.A ' Arj + O .t C O S  — S i n  — '  

— C/q P 
COS T— 

(l.S) 

where 0° < Op < 180° (Beyer. 1984. p. 147). 

Finally, it is worth emphasizing that among the (r.  ̂ o- 0- o) values that character

ize the flat atmosphere radiation path PA shown in Fig. 1.3, only r is not constant. 

But none of the values of (r.0,).O.o} is constant for the spherical atmosphere ra

diation PA path shown in Fig. I."). This is typical of most paths in the spherical 

a t m o s p h e r e .  I t  i s  c l e a r  f r o m  F i g .  1 . . )  t h a t  r p  /  r ^ .  O q p  ^  a n d  9 p  ^  9  

Fig. 1.5 depicts a radiation path that lies in the solar plane, so it is not as obvious 
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that the value of o also changes. However, closer examination of Fig. 1.5 reveals that 

Op = 180° (because the projection of the radiation path PA lies on the negative 

x'-axis at P). while o,\ = 0° (because the projection of the radiation path PA lies 

on the positive .r'-axis at .1). 

Because the solar beam is plane-parallel, the scattering angle 0o between the 

solar beam and a given radiation path does not vary with position along the path. 

This fact is used as a consistency check on the rather roundabout method of cal

culating the set of angles (Op.Op.Oo.p) from {OA-OA-OO.A). because it must be true 

that 

cos 00 = cos( IS0° — O o . p )  cos O p  -i- sin( IS0° — O Q  P ) sin 0 p  cos O p  (1-9) 

and 

cos 00 = cos( 180° — O Q  A ) O A  -f-sin( 180° — ^^o..i) sin cos 04. (1-10) 

noting that Oo.-i =0° = Oop by definition. The forms of (1.9) and (1.10) differ slightly 

from the usual definition of 0o because, in the chosen local coordinate system, the 

solar zenith angle at .4. actually the supplement of the polar angle that 

describes the direction in which the solar i)eam is actually traveling. 
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Chapter 2 

Description of the numerical method 

2.1 Derivation of the equation of transfer 

The monochromatic radiance I \  is defined to be the amount of radiant energy d E \  

passing through a unit area perpendicular to the direction of energy propagation 

dAj_. per unit of wavelength interval d\. per unit of solid angle dO. containing the 

d i r e c t i o n  o f  e n e r g y  p r o p a g a t i o n ,  p e r  u n i t  t i m e  d t :  

r/' E  \  

" d A ^ d n d x d t  

(see Fig. 2.1a). The monochromatic radiance I\ has units of \V / m" / sr / f.im (for 

example) and is the appropriate quantity for describing a diffuse radiation field, in 

which radiation is simultaneously traveling in all directions. 

For monodirectional. plane-parallel monochromatic radiation, the monochro

matic irradiance F\ (with units of W / m" / fim. for example) must instead be 

used. The monochromatic irradiance F\ is the amount of radiant energy dE\ pass

ing through a given surface (not necessarily perpendicular to the direction of prop

a g a t i o n )  p e r  u n i t  a r e a  d A .  p e r  u n i t  w a v e l e n g t h  i n t e r v a l  d \ .  p e r  u n i t  t i m e  d t :  
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Figure 2.1: a) Illustration of the definition of f \ .  

b) Illustration of a single diffuse beam that contributes to the value of F,i,ff_\. 
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The irradiance through a particular surface due to the combined effect of all diffuse 

radiation impinging on that surface. can be obtained from I\ by 

where C is the angle between the direction of the beam in ciuestion and the inward 

normal to the surface dA. as shown in Fig. 2.lb. The integration over solid angle 

dO. in (2.3) includes all beams for which 0° < C ^ 90°. 

-A. legion of additional quantities have been defined by various authors to describe 

the radiation field in a given medium, and each author seems to prefer a slightly 

different notation. These facts lead to general confusion for the unfortunate reader 

who hopes to compare the work of a variety of authors. Notation is patterned 

after Herman et al. (1994) in this work, and one must note that all additional 

c[uantities that describe the radiation field can be computed from I\ and F\. In 

other words, knowledge of I\ and F\ for all directions and at all positions within a 

given medium represents complete knowledge of the measurable properties of the 

radiation field within that medium (e.xcept for the polarization, which is excluded in 

scalar radiative transfer calculations). For this reason, the scalar radiative transfer 

equation will be defined in terms of I\ and F\ only. 

The equation of radiative transfer is based upon the principle of conservation of 

energy. It states that the change in monochromatic radiance. dl\. due to traversing 

an infinitesimal path length, ds. through a medium characterized by a volume e.\-

tinction coefficient. k\. (defined below) and a monochromatic source function. ./\. 

(also defined below) is given in differential form by 

(2.3) 

0 

d  f \  =  ( J \  —  / , \ )  k \  d s .  (2.4) 
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In other words, the loss of monochromatic radiance due to traversing a path ds 

through a medium is proportional to d-a. k\. and I\ itself. Conversely, the gain of 

monochromatic radiance due to traversing that path is proportional to ds. k\. and 

./\. The form of (2.4) is quite simple, and as noted by Goody and Yung (1989). 

p. 22. "its physical content is very slight. The physics is mainly contained in the 

definitions of the e.xtinction coefficient and the source function." .-Ml subsequent work 

will deal with monochromatic radiation, so the subscript A and e.xplicit reference to 

the monochromatic radiance, etc. will be omitted in all future e.xpressions. 

The volume extinction coefficient, k. is a function of the medium in question and 

the wavelength being considered. If the medium consists only of molecules that can 

b e  d e s c r i b e d  b y  R a y l e i g h  s c a t t e r i n g  t h e o r y  f o r  t h e  w a v e l e n g t h  i n  q u e s t i o n ,  t h e n  k  

equals the Rayleigh volume scattering e.xtinction coefficient, kfi. and is given by 

kn = npio-fi. (2.5) 

where is the number of molecules per unit volume in the medium, and cjfi is 

the scattering cross-section of the molecules at that wavelength in terms of area per 

molecule. If radiation interacts with the medium in additional ways, then additional 

terms appear in the definition of k. For example, if aerosol scattering (described 

by Mie scattering theory, if the aerosols arc spherical) and gaseous absorption also 

occur in the medium, then 

k  = HRCTfi + -I- n„cr,j. (2.6) 

where n\{ is the number of aerosols per unit volume in the medium. cr.\/ is the scat

tering cross-section of the aerosols at that wavelength in terms of area per molecule. 

Ua is the number of absorbing molecules per unit volume in the medium, and da is 
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the absorption cross-section of the absorbing molecules at that wavelength in terms 

of area per molecule. The volume e.xtinction coefficients due to aerosol scatter

ing and gaseous absorption are k_\[ and respectively, and are easily inferred by 

analogy with (2.5). To make the notation more compact, it is useful to define the 

differential optical path length dr through the medium for a particular infinitesimal 

path ds as 

dr = L-d6. (2.7) 

The source function J represents the combined effect of all possible sources of 

radiation, and can be written as the sum 

./ = ./p+ (2.S) 

where Jp is the source function due to scattering of plane-parallel radiation into the 

direction of interest. ./,/ is the source function due to scattering of diffuse radiation 

into the direction of interest, and is the source function due to emission of radi

ation into the direction of interest. The third term of (2.8) will be omitted in this 

work, because atmospheric emission is not generally significant at the visible and 

ultraviolet wavelengths of interest, but it would be relatively easy to include the 

possibility of atmospheric emission at a later date. The functional forms of Jp and 

Jd will be derived later. 

-Any scattering process redistributes energy over all directions, producing a dif

fuse radiation field. Therefore the transmitted solar beam is the only plane-parallel 

radiation, and it is necessary to separate plane-parallel and diffuse radiation in the 

subsequent analysis, as was previously done in (2.S). The equation of radiative 

transfer for plane-parallel radiation is also based on conservation of energy argu-
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merits, and therefore follows the form of (2.4). with /'s replaced by F ' s .  However, 

the source term vanishes in the case of plane-parallel radiation, because no internal 

sources of plane-parallel radiation e.xist within the medium. Using (2.7). we obtain 

( I F  =  - F d r .  (2.9) 

It is trivial to solve this differential equation with the boundary conditions that the 

irradiance for a surface perpendicular to the solar beam at the top of the atmosphere 

equals FQ. and the optical path length traversed by the solar beam equals zero outside 

the atmosphere. The solution is 

F=FQe-'"". (2.10) 

also known as Beer's Law. where is the solar beam optical path length from the 

top of the atmosphere to the point in question, and F is the irradiance for a surface 

perpendicular to the solar beam at the point in cjuestion. 

.-\.s a final note concerning notation: The quantities I  and J  vary with both 

position and direction, while the quantities F and F,i,jj vary with both position and 

orientation of the relevant surface. However, none of these ciuantities is a vector, 

because there is not a single magnitude and direction associated with each position: 

rather, there is a single magnitude associated with each position and direction 

( f o r  /  a n d  J ) ,  o r  w i t h  e a c h  p o s i t i o n  a n d  o r i e n t a t i o n  o f  t h e  r e l e v a n t  s u r f a c e  ( f o r  F  

and Fjiff). Writing all of the functional dependencies for these quantities leads to 

rather cumbersome expressions such as I{r.0o.O. o). Furthermore, every point along 

a particular radiation path generally is intersected by a different local zenith, and 

thus has its own local coordinate system. Therefore the (d.o) values that describe 

a particular radiation path vary continuously with position. This fact can lead to a 
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proliferation of symbols that often prove more confusing than enhghtening! 

To avoid bogging down in notation, the functional dependencies of quantities 

will be included only when their exclusion would lead to ambiguity. Notation such 

as I will often be used to indicate "radiance at the point P in the direc

tion indicated by the vector P A  in the accompanying figure." The point O  always 

indicates the origin of the (.r./y.c) coordinate system, at the center of the Earth. 

Points labeled Z represent a point through which a particular zenith passes. The 

point at which the radiation field is desired will typically be indicated by A. while 

P denotes the first time that the chosen radiation path intersects one of the levels 

on which the radiative transfer equation is solved, if one traces backward from .4 

along the chosen direction. The point of interest .4 also serves as the origin of the 

(x'.y'.z') coordinate system. 

2.2 Single scattering calculation 

The first step in the radiative transfer calculation is to find the single-scattered 

radiance for the chosen grid of directions throughout the atmosphere. Since the 

plane-parallel beams of the sun are the only initial source of radiation in the model, 

the incident direction for all single-scattered radiation is the solar beam direction. 

(This statement is clarified further in the discussion following Eq. 2.17.) Thus, only 

the first term of (2.8) must be considered to produce an equation of radiative transfer 

appropriate for the calculation of /„. ./ and / are therefore replaced by Jp and I^s-

respectively, in (2.4). yielding 

'•^ = -fp-fss. (2.11) 

using (2.7) and writing (2.11) in the form of a differential equation. In order to 
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avoid the problems associated with the numerical evaluation of derivatives. (2.11) 

is integrated with respect to r. Note the definition that r = 0 at the beginning of 

the radiation path under consideration (for e.xample. the point B in Fig. 2.2). and r 

increases as one proceeds toward the point at which one ultimately seeks /s^. This 

is very different from the typical notation, in which r represents optical depth and 

is a vertical coordinate that is set equal to zero at the top of the atmosphere and 

increases as altitude decreases. Following Chandrasekhar (1960). the integrating 

factor e"" is employed, and (2.11) can be rearranged to obtain 

f' + ("' Ls = -j- iis) = ^' -Ip- (2.12) 
( I t  c l  i  

If both sides of (2.12) are integrated along the path BA in Fig. 2.2 from r = 0 at 

to r = "7 at A 

' T  ' T  

J  J  c ' J p { T ) D T .  (2.13) 
u u 

and the resulting terms are judiciously rearranged 

' T  

( ^ B . B A ^  +  J  (2.14) 
0 

an e.xpression for the desired single-scattered radiance /,, ^.-l. B.A^ results. The first 

term on the right side of (2.14) represents the value of the single-scattered radiance 

at the beginning of the chosen path in the appropriate direction ^B.BA^. mul

tiplied by the transmission for the entire optical path This term is called the 

incident term. The second term on the right side of (2.14) represents the sum of 

all sources of single-scattered radiation that occur along the chosen radiation path, 

with each contribution scaled by an appropriate transmission factor. This term is 
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called the source term. 

The first term in (2.1-1) equals zero if the path under consideration originates at 

the top of the atmosphere, because no diffuse downward radiation is incident upon 

the upper boundary of the model atmosphere in the planetary problem. If the path 

under consideration originates at the surface, then a non-zero incident term may 

arise, due to solar radiation transmitted through the atmosphere and reflected by 

the Lambertian surface. The solar irradiance passing through a plane tangent to 

the ground at the point B is called F{B) and is given by 

F(B) =//u(B)Foe--' '®>. (2.15) 

following (2.10). where = cos 0o.B and T S^I (B ) is the optical path length 

trav'ersed by the solar beam that intersects B .  The cosine factor I J .Q {B ) is necessary 

in (2.15) because the irradiance through a plane tangent to the surface at B differs 

from the irradiance through a plane perpendicular to the solar beam at B b\" this 

factor. The diffuse upward irradiance Fi,fj(B) due to reflection of transmitted solar 

radiation by the Lambertian surface is 

F . u f j ( B )  =  n F { B ) .  (2.16) 

where g  is the albedo of the Lambertian surface. Finally, the upward single-scattered 

radiance due to isotropic reflection of the transmitted solar beam is 

=F.ufj(B)/-. (2.17) 

The expression (2.17) describes a photon that is transmitted from the sun to 

the surface of the Earth at the point B. then reflected by the surface as a "single-
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scattered" photon, despite the fact that it never interacts with the atmosphere. 

This is not strictly correct if the term "scattering" is reserved for "redistribution of 

radiation by the atmosphere." and the term "reflection" is used to describe "redistri

bution of radiation by a surface." However. (2.17) ensures that no diffuse radiation is 

omitted or double-counted in this radiative transfer code, and it would be straight

forward to modify the code to store the atmospheric scattering and surface reflection 

portions of separately. 

Finally, the explicit form of .Jp 

. J p = F P { Q o )  ( 2 . 1 8 )  

is required in order to evaluate the second term of (2.14). where F  is given by (2.10) 

corresponding to a surface perpendicular to the direction of the solar beam, and 

P(0o) is the phase function for scattering angle 0o. which was previously defined 

in (1.10). The phase function is normalized such that 

• I -

j  P ( Q o ) d 9 .  =  - o  (2.19) 

0 

for each layer, where —o is the single-scattering albedo for the layer, defined by 

+ ''a 

With this definition of P(0o). a simple interpretation of the phase function exists: 

The probability that a photon that interacts with the medium will be scattered 

t h r o u g h  a  s c a t t e r i n g  a n g l e  0 o  i n t o  a n  i n f i n i t e s i m a l  s o l i d  a n g l e  d O .  e q u a l s  P { Q o ) d Q . .  

For the general case including Rayleigh scattering. Mie scattering and absorption, 

the phase function is a weighted sum of the Rayleigh and Mie phase functions 
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p(0„) = *-«Pfi(9o) + t.uP.»(eo) J., 

where PR(0O) is the Rayleigh scattering phase function 

^R(0o) = ®o) (2.22) 

and P \ [ ( Q Q )  is the .\Iie scattering phase function, obtained from the BHMIE sub

routine given by Bohren and Huffman (1983). 

To illustrate the method used to evaluate the second term of (2.14). note that 

the optical path length between the points P and .4 shown in Fig. 2.2 is Ar. Us

ing (2.18), the source term of (2.14) for tliis portion of the path can be written 

as 

A r  A r  

J = FoP(0o) J (2.23) 
0 0 

In (2.23). r = 0 at the po i nt P and r = Ar at the point .4. To evaluate (2.23). the 

variable r ' 

T '  = T S O I  + Ar — r. (2.24) 

is defined, and is assumed to varv hnearlv with r. such that 

T '  =  A T  +  B .  (2.25) 

with the explicitly calculatcd values of at P  and .4 used to evaluate the coeffi

cients A and B. It is not strictly correct that TSOI is a linear function of r. but (2.25) 

introduces no significant error as long as the atmospheric layers are chosen to be 

optically thin (see Sect. 2.3.2). Combining (2.24) and (2.25). (2.23) becomes 
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A r  A r  

FoPiQo) J = FoP(0o) J (2.26) 

0 0 

which can be evaluated analytically. 

Using a similar procedure for each layer along the path BA in Fig. 2.2, the 

source term of (2.14) is evaluated, and is obtained. This method is 

used to calculate Iss for the paths that lie on our chosen spatial and directional 

grids throughout the atmosphere. Given this array of f^s values, one can proceed to 

the multiple-scattering iteration scheme. 

2.3 Multiple scattering iteration procedure 

Iteration is not required to find Iss because the solution involves only a 

straightforward integration of the source function due to scattering of plane-parallel 

radiation. Jp. along BA. plus evaluation of a relatively simple incident term due to 

reflected solar radiation at B. Direct methods of calculation are possible because 

Jp is independent of However, the source function due to scattering of diffuse 

radiation. depends in part upon the multiple-scattered radiance. Ims- which 

renders such simple methods ineffective for the multiple-scattering calculation. The 

multiple scattering solutions are found for a discrete set of levels, solar zenith angles, 

and directions using iteration, as will be shown below. 

Both atmospheric scattering and reflection by the Lambertian surface produce a 

diffuse radiation field. For this reason, only diffuse radiation is available for second-

and higher-order scattering. Thus, one can write the differential equation for Ims 

by replacing J and I with and I^s- respectively, in (2.4). producing 
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,2.27) 

Proceeding along the same lines as (2.12). (2.1.3) and (2.14). one can obtain an 

e.xpression for Ims in Fig. 2.2 as 

' T  

U, (.4. (^B. + j (r)rf-. (2.28) 

0 

However, evaluation of the entire path integral in the second term of (2.28) recjuires 

storage of the many values of the local directional variables {O.o) and the spatial 

variables (r.0o) as they vary along the radiation path BA (which recjuires a large 

amount of memory), or recalculation of (O.o) and (r.fo) fof each iteration (which 

reciuires a large amount of computational effort). In addition, the point B may or 

may not lie within our chosen spatial grid. For these reasons, the approach given 

in (2.28) was rejected. 

Instead, integration along the radiation path from P  to .4 shown in Fig. 2.2 is 

used, setting r = 0 at P and r = AT at .1. One can thus rewrite (2.28) as 

+ J (2.29) 
0 

representing integration over a single layer, rather than the entire path. Once again, 

the first and second terms of (2.29) are referred to as the incident and source terms, 

respectively. Using the formulation given in (2.29) avoids the problems associated 

with (2.28). and the point P is constrained to always lie within the range of so

lar zenith angles for which solutions for /„i., are available, as will be explained in 

Sect. 2.3.2. But (2.29) requires an estimate of the value of I^s {^P.P.-^- which 

does not generally lie on the chosen directional and spatial grids. Pseudo-spherical 
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methods of solution often estimate y P . P A j  by assuming that is indepen

dent of 9q. but a more accurate method is sought in the present work. The method 

used to produce this estimate is discussed in Sect. 2.3.3. 

The form of J H ( T )  is 

l.T 

.JAr)  =  j  P { Q ) I { r ) d O .  (2.30) 

0 

where / is the total radiance (therefore / = l^s + Ims)- and P(0) is the phase 

function for scattering through an angle 0. The angle 0 is defined in terms of the 

incident beam direction (O'.o') and the scattered beam direction [O.o] as 

cos 0 = cos 0' cos + sin sin cos (o' — o) . (2.31) 

One can obtain 

A r  r - l -

r.4.P.4) + J | p ( 0 ) / ( r ) f / O  

Lo 

C I T .  (2.32) 

by substituting (2.30) into (2.29). This form makes it clear that I^s yA.PAj de

pends upon, among other things, the value of between P and A for all directions! 

In the SOOS method, one iterates to obtain a final solution, using past estimates of 

Ijns between P and .4 in the source term of (2.32) to produce the current estimate of 

^ms ^.4. P.-lj. The SOOS method, like most iterative technic(ues. is not absolutely 

stable. This implies that a bad first estimate of I„is could cause the iterations to fail 

to converge. It is generally observed that instability is more likely if the quantity 

under consideration is over-estimated than if it is under-estimated. 

For this reason, the multiple-scattering iteration begins with the assumption that 

/ms = 0 throughout the atmosphere. The general procedure employed is 
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7^;; (.4. P.-l) = /!:>, (p. PA^ e-^'+ 

I {/ ^ '"'l 

where /^] ̂ .4. P.4^ represents the value ot" the multiple-scattered radiance for the 

path PA at the point .4 (for which r = Ar) shown in Fig. 2.2. for the Tth multiple-

scattering iteration. In the SOOS method, a simple physical interpretation e.xists 

for the multiple scattering value at any point in the iteration process: ^.4, P.4^ 

equals the radiance for the path P.4 at the point .4 resulting from two through 1 

scattering events. .\s mentioned earlier, the radiance for the path P.4 at the point 

.4 resulting from one scattering event is denoted by l^s ^.4.  ̂ .4^ This physical 

interpretation of ^.4. e.xplains why the method of .Jacobi iteration is also 

referred to as the "successive orders of scattering" method in the literature (e.g.. 

Lenoble. 1985, p. 46). Each additional iteration allows another scattering event 

to occur. In (2.33). to zero for / = 1. because the radiance due to 

the "zeroth multiple scattering iteration (i.e.. the first scattering event) is already 

included in Iss-

The method of Jacobi iteration differs slightly from the method of Gauss-Seidel 

iteration, which was first used for atmospheric radiative transfer problems by Her

man (1963). and later used successfully for both flat atmospheres (Herman and 

Browning. 1965: Herman el al.. 1971: Herman ft nl.. 1975) and spherical-shell at

mospheres (Herman et nl.. L994: Herman ct nl.. 1995b). In the Gauss-Seidel method. 

is used whenever possible in the source term of (2.33). and ' '(") is used 

only as a last resort, when the value of /^^(r) has not yet been computed for a 
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particular direction. The number of iterations in the Gauss-Seidel method does not 

correspond directly to the number of scattering events included, which complicates 

the physical interpretation of the Gauss-Seidel results. But Gauss-Seidel iteration 

converges significantly faster than .Jacobi iteration when conventional methods of 

computation are used. However, the Jacobi method is better suited to e.xploit the 

power of parallel-processing computation techniques, and thus it was chosen for this 

work. 

The order in which the I,ns values are calculated for each iteration must be 

chosen carefully, because the value of ^P.PA^ is required in order to solve for 

^ml in (2.33). First, fms on the zenith OZi shown in Fig. 2.3 is found 

for all downward-traveling beams at level 2 (the level below the top of the atmo

sphere. noting that equals zero for any downward-traveling path at the top 

of the atmosphere from the boundary conditions), using the methods outlined in 

Sect. 2.3.3. If do 7^ 0°. then a lower boundary cone characterized by solar zenith 

angle exists, as shown in Fig. 2.3. In that case, the values calculated on the 

zenith OZi are used to approximate the downward /,„s values at level 2 on the 

zenith OZ^.. using the methods outlined in Sect. 2.3.4. The value of Ims for down

ward paths at level 2 is then calculated for zeniths OZj. OZ3 0Z[^- using the 

methods outlined in Sect. 2.3.3. where [\ is the number of solar zenith angles at 

which radiance values are sought (not including the upper and lower boundaries), 

and Oqx < ^0.1 < ^0:2 < •• < Oo.{k-i) < Oq.k < ^o.f- The values of Ims for down

ward paths at level 2 on zenith OZK are then used to estimate Ims for downward 

paths at level 2 on zenith OZf- shown in Fig. 2.3. again using the methods outlined 

in Sect. 2.3.4. The same procedure is followed for each subsequent level, proceeding 

downward to the surface and calculating l,ns only for downward paths. 
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of the gridclecl paths used by the current radiative transfer 

model. This e.\ample is a solar plane cross-section, in which K = 3. 
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Downward diffuse irradiances at the surface for a plane tangent to the surface, 

are then calculated following (2..3) for each zenith, yielding (for e.xample) 

=  J  [ U S y )  +  cosCf/n. (2.34) 
0 

at the point Si - where the solid angle integration includes all downward beams at 5i 

in Fig. 2.3. and C is defined as in Fig. 2.1b. Following (2.16). the upward irradiance 

due to reflection of diffuse downward radiation is then easily obtained as 

^l,7/(^'i) = )• (2.3-5) 

and. following (2.17). the upward radiance due to isotropic reflection of diffuse down

ward radiation is given by (for example) 

5'. l/r. (2.36) 

for any upward direction (such as S ' l T )  at the point .S'l. 

The calculation of upward radiation begins at the surface and proceeds upward 

through the atmosphere, producing for all upward-traveling beams, using the 

same order of zeniths as was used in the calculation for downward-traveling beams: 

^OZi.OZi^.OZy OZi^-.OZc^. When the radiance values for upward-traveling 

beams at the top of the atmosphere are obtained, a check for convergence is made. If 

a sufficiently small change in the radiance occurs between the current iteration and 

the previous iteration for all points and all paths in the atmosphere, the iteration 

stops: otherwise, the process outlined above is repeated for another iteration. This 

order of calculations ensures that the required incident radiance P.4) is 

always available for each calculation in (2.33). as will be shown in 
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Sect. 2.3.2. 

.\lthough the preceding discussion describes the multiple-scattering iteration 

scheme completely, several issues arise during the multiple scattering calculations 

that should be discussed in greater detail. .-\.t this point, it is useful to describe 

the model presented here by comparing and contrasting it with the scalar radiative 

transfer model described by Thome (1990) and Herman et al. (1994). 

2.3.1 Choosing the solution grid 

In the Herman et al .  ( 1994) radiative transfer code, solutions are sought on a single 

zenith lying at solar zenith angle 0(^. In order to calculate the radiance on that 

zenith, appro.ximate boundary solutions are obtained at several points on a cone of 

half-angle r that surrounds the zenith as shown in Fig. 2.4. in which Z/. and Zc 

are points where the boundary cone intersects the solar plane. The appro.ximate 

solutions on the cone act as the boundary conditions necessary to obtain the desired 

zenith solution. For more detail on the conical boundary method, consult Thome 

(1990). Herman ft al. (1994). Caudill (1994). and Herman et al. (1995b). 

In the present method, solutions are found at several zeniths simultaneously. 

lying at ^o.i-  ̂ 0.2 shown in Fig. 2.3. The natural symmetry of the problem 

with respect to rj  (illustrated in Fig. 1.4) is e.xploited. and the solution on each zenith 

is used as a boundary condition for the adjacent zeniths. For e.xample. the boundary 

conditions for the zenith OZj in Fig. 2.3 are provided by the solutions for the zeniths 

OZi and OZ3. If 00.1 7^ 0°. then a lower boundary zenith OZ^ must be used, and an 

upper boundary zenith at OZf is always reciuired. Solutions for boundary cones at 

OQL and OQC are obtained through methods similar to those employed by Herman 

et al. (1994) to find the cone solutions, as will be e.xplained in .Sect. 2.3.4. For 



Figure 2.4: Illustration of the gricldecl paths used by the Herman t l  a l .  (1994) 

radiative transfer model. This example is a solar plane cross-section. 
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this reason, the terms "zenith calculation" and "cone calculation" are borrowed 

from Herman tt al. (I99ob). despite the fact that all of the solutions are valid 

for the cone defined by a particular solar zenith angle, as illustrated in Fig. 1.1. 

The calculations for solar zenith angles 6'o.i-^o.2 ^o.A" referred to as "zenith 

calculations." while calculations for solar zenith angles OQX and are called "cone 

calculations." 

crucial difference between the codes is their chosen grid of directions at which 

solutions are found. The Herman et nl. (1994) code measures 6 upwards from the 

nadir direction, such that a beam traveling straight up has 0 = 180°: the current 

code measures 9 downwards from the zenith direction, such that a beam traveling 

straight up has 0 = 0°. More importantly, the Herman et nl. (1994) code employs 

a parallel grid of coordinate systems on the zenith and cone. For e.xample. the local 

polar angle between the zenith OZ and the gridded direction PA is Ogz- as shown 

in Fig. 2.4. This grid is translated over to the cone without rotation, causing the 

local polar angle between the zenith OZ^ and the gridded direction PlA^ to be 

0gL = 9,jz + c. In a similar way. the local polar angle between the zenith OZc and 

the gridded direction PrAc is I" Herman et al. (1994) code, the 

gridded directions on the cone and zenith are chosen to be parallel to each other, 

which causes the local polar angles 0,jz- 0,ji and Ogc to be unequal. In addition, 

the path lengths PLAI. P.\. and Pi-.\i: in Fig. 2.4 are also unequal, because the 

gridded directions are parallel. 

By contrast, the present code depends upon symmetries with respect to the local 

angles. For this reason, each zenith has its own local coordinate system, oriented 

such that 0=0° for a beam parallel to the local r'-a.\is as shown in Fig. 1.4. .As 

shown in Fig. 2.3. the gridded directions Pi.Ai. and P3.43 correspond to the 
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same local polar angle O j  as measured relative to the zeniths O Z i ,  O Z o  and OZ3. 

respectively. The equal polar angles for the three paths cause PiAi = PoA^ = P3A3 

in Fig. 2.3 as well. However, it is no longer true that the gridded directions are 

parallel to each other, as they were in the Herman et al. (1994) code. 

2.3.2 Geometric considerations 

.As noted in Sect. 2.3. the point P for zenith calculations is constrained to lie within 

the range of solar zenith angles for which solutions for I^s are available. This is 

ensured by the chosen spatial grid of atmospheric levels and directional grid of local 

polar angles at which solutions are found in the current model. 

The atmospheric layer thickness is initially chosen such that the normal optical 

depth of the layer equals 0.01. However, the geometric thickness of a layer defined 

in this way can be unacceptably large, particularly in the upper atmosphere. This 

can lead to inaccurate results, due to large variations of the directional variables 

[O.o] within a layer. The thickness of an atmospheric layer is first defined by the 

optical thickness criterion beginning at the top of the atmosphere. Each layer is 

then tested to ensure that 

'•hot/flop > cos Ck- (2.37) 

for I < /• < K. where is the distance from the center of the Earth to the bottom 

of the layer, Vtop is the distance from the center of the Earth to the top of the layer, 

and L'k is given by 

t- 'k — — OqJ;.  (2.3S) 
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where 9QX (if it exists) is denoted by OQ_Q and OQ C is denoted by 0o.(a:+i) in (2.38). If 

I'botl^top < cos t 't in the layer as defined by optical thickness considerations for one 

or more values of k. then rh,ot is increased until the equality in (2.37) is satisfied. 

The gridded polar angles are then chosen sucli that 

for I < </ < 6' and I  < k < K. where 0 .j is the ^"th gridded polar angle. G is 

the total number of gridded polar angles, and OBT and OCT are shown in Fig. 2.5. 

Paths such as DT in Fig. 2.6 must not become gridded paths, for reasons e.xplained 

below. In practice. (2.39) represents a relatively minor constraint on the permitted 

6^ values. For example, if VK = L° in Fig. 2.5. then OBT = ̂ ^9° and OCT = S9.5° from 

trigonometry, and the restriction states that 89° < 0^ < S9.5° is not permitted. 

These restrictions on the layer thicknesses and gridded polar angles accomplish 

two things. First, the point P is guaranteed to lie on or within the boundary cones 

for all  zenith calculations.  In other words,  the solar zenith angle at  the point P. 

Oq,p. is guaranteed to satisfy i < O^ p < for any zenith calculation. This 

ensures that spatial interpolation among known values can always be performed to 

estimate the incident term for a zenith calculation. 

Second, the restrictions ensure that values such as DT) in Fig. 2.6 need 

never be computed. This is important because D lies between the atmospheric levels 

at which solutions exist, and DT is an upward radiation path at D. To find the 

ig. 2.6. interpolation between the values 

s no problem, because the level of B lies 

^̂ 3 S. ^̂ BT Of 0 , J  > OCT (2.39) 

upward paths shown in Fig. 2.6 would of /m (e.e/j) and (c.cs) for tl 
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Figure 2.5; Illuslration of the allowed radiation paths in the current code. 
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Figure 2.6: Illustration of a radiation path that is forbidden in the current code, 

and the interpolation that would be necessary if it were allowed. 
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below the level of T. and therefore yB. BRj has already been computed due 

to the order of calculations described in Sect. 2.3. But may or may 

not have been computed, because C lies on the same level as T. This uncertainty 

hinders the parallel-processing machines for which the current code is designed. If 

(^C.CS^ has not yet been computed, then ^D.DT^ could be estimated 

only by interpolating between and C5j. This interpolation 

could lead to a poor estimate of (^D. DT j. due to interpolation between radiance 

values that have undergone different numbers of scattering events. 

For these reasons, interpolation between levels is avoided entirely in the current 

code, using the criteria outlined in ("2..'57) and (2.39). Spatial interpolation occurs 

only with respect to OQ .  and directional interpolation occurs with respect to both 9 

and o in the current code. For radiation that is traveling downward at the point of 

interest .4. the previous point P always lies above .4. and the path PA is always 

downward, ensuring that the value of (^P. P-'^^ always available to calculate 

(^A.P.-[j in (2.33). For radiation that is traveling upward at .4. two possibilites 

e.xist: First, the previous point P ran lie on the level below the point of interest .4. 

and the path PA can be upward (e.g.. S'lT in Fig. 2.3) or tangent (e.g.. BT in 

Fig. 2.5) at P. Because P lies below .4. both downward and upward paths have been 

computed for the Tth iteration at P. and this case presents no problem. Second, 

the previous point P can lie on the same level as the point of interest .4. and the 

path PA can be a downward path (e.g.. CT in Fig. 2.5) at P. Downward paths 

at a given level are always calculated before upward paths, so this also poses no 

problem. In either case, the values required to estimate I\^\ (^P. have already 

been calculated, and therefore the calculation of (.4.P.4] in (2.33) is possible. 
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2.3.3 Zenith calculations 

In order to solve (2.33) for foi" path shown in Fig. 2.3, the value 

of4^)(A.pr4,) is first required. In general, the point Pj lies between two zeniths 

(such as OZ2 and OZ3 in Fig. 2.3) at which solutions e.xist. .A.s a result, the point 

Po does not lie on the chosen spatial grid, and the value of Ij^l ^P2. is not 

known from previous calculations. It is instructive to compare the methods used by 

the Herman ef al. (1994) code and the current code to overcome this difficulty. 

Using direct interpolation among the values of P ' l- '^'l^- ^ml P'-"^'^-

and (^A[-. P[-from Fig. 2.-1 to estimate ^P, P.-lj was found to be un

satisfactory (Herman et al.. 1994). Instead, the Herman ef al. (1994) code stores 

the value of ( P. P.A ) for each path during the single scattering calculation. The 

ratio of multiple to single scatter TZ yP. PA^ for the point P and the path P.A 

n P. P.A] = 11:^1 p. P.A] //„ p. P.4 (2.40) 

is not known, because the point P and the path P.A generally do not lie on the 

solution grid. The Herman e/ al. (1994) code estimates TZ ^P. P.A^ with a 

quadratic interpolation among the known values of TZ ^-4^, P^.4'^ j. 7Z ^.A'. P'.A'^. 

and TZ ^.A[:. P[-.A[-^ for the gridded paths P^A'^. P'.A'. and P[ .A[- indicated in 

Fig. 2.4. It is important to reiterate that the paths P[.A'i. P'.A'. and P[ A'f^- in 

Fig. 2.4 are chosen to estimate TZ (^P.P.A^ because they are parallel to the path 

P.A. But the paths do not share the same local polar angle or path length, as 

discussed in the previous section. 

The interpolated value of 7^ ( P. P.4) is used to estimate ( P. P.4 ] by 
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/<;' ( p. PA] = n P, PA] L, f p. P.4 ) .  (2.41 

Interpolating in terms of TZ rather than Ims found to give more satisfactory 

results, because TZ varies more gradually with position than I,ns (Thome. 1990). (In 

fact. Adams and Kattawar (1978) find that the value of TZ is fairly insensitive to 

whether the atmospheric model is flat or spherical-shell. This fact has been used to 

construct pseudo-spherical models in which is calculated in the spherical-shell at

mosphere. and / is estimated by multiplying by the value of TZ calculated in a flat 

atmosphere.) The method given in (2.41) allows us to introduce additional informa

tion to the estimate of using the exact value of ^P. obtained 

in the single-scattering calculation (Thome. 1990). The value of l^s ^P. P.4^ con

tains composite information about the solar illumination and optical path length 

along the entire radiation path P.4. Because the solar illumination and optical path 

length along PA drive the single scattering, which in turn drives the subsequent mul

tiple scattering, it is useful to allow the value of /„ ^P. >^0 drive our estimate 

of/M (p.Pa). 

In the current code, the value of (P.>. in Fig. 2.3 is found by first 

calculating the local angles (Op.op.Oo^p) that characterize the radiation path P2.42 

at the point P,. Linear interpolation in 0. o. and OQ is then used to obtain an estimate 

of TZ (^P2.  PzA^^.  based upon the gridded values of  and f^s as  a  function of  0 

and o at the points A 'o and .43 in Fig. 2.3. This interpolated value of TZ ^  2-

is used to produce an estimate of ^Pj. P2A2] from (2.41). 

The current method of finding ^Po. PzAz^ in Fig. 2.3 differs in several sig

nificant ways from the method used by Herman ct al. (1994) to find ^P.P.-Cj 
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in Fig. 2.4. First, interpolation as a function of the direction variables { 9 . o )  is gen

erally required in the current method, in addition to interpolation as a function of 

position: in the Herman et al. (1994) code, only the latter interpolation is required. 

Second, the current code interpolates based upon the local angles [6.0). measured 

with respect to the zenith OPi in Fig. "2.3: the Herman et al. (1994) code inter

polates among values for radiation paths that are parallel to PA in Fig. 2.4. and 

makes no reference to local angles. Third, the Herman et al. (1994) code interpo

lates quadratically to estimate TZ ^P. in Fig. 2.4: the current code interpolates 

linearly to find '7Z p2--^>^ 'n Fig. 2..'}. 

Reference to the flat atmosphere case in not helpful in suggesting which method 

is more appropriate: .\s shown in Fig. 1.3. paths that are parallel also share the 

same local polar angle in the simple flat atmosphere geometry. But it is important 

to realize that the atmospheric layers are chosen to be optically thin (with normal 

optical thickness < 0.01). Therefore, even for the most slanted path through a 

given layer, is only slightly less than unity in (2.3-'}). and the estimate of 

/S (p. thus e.xerts a large influence on the calculated Il[l ^.4. P.\^. This fact 

makes it crucial that the estimate of ^P. P-'^^ as accurate as possible. 

The other difficulty that arises in evaluating (2.33) involves the source term. 

Neither I,s nor is known for any direction at points that lie between P2 and 

.4.2 in Fig. 2.3. yet these values are required in order to evaluate the integral over 

T explicitly in (2.33). This difficulty is surmounted in both codes by assuming that 

the radiance in all directions varies linearly with r between P and .4. In the Herman 

et al. (1994) code, the source function is defined to be 
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j P [ r )  =  I  P { Q ]  [/s. (r) + C ( T ) ]  d C t  Ci.-i-i) 

u 

for Gauss-Seidel iteration, where the superscript f" 

^ _ j ^ • if has been calculated for the direction of interest 

f — 1 : otherwise 

(2.43) 

indicates the number of iterations undergone by the various values used in (2.42). 

In the current code. " is defined as 

•Ir 

./('•-"(r)= J P(0)[/,,(r) + /i:;"(r)]^/n (2.44) 

0 

for .Jacobi iteration. 

Evaluating the source term of (2.33) also involves a second complication. The 

integrals in (2.42) and (2.44) can be evaluated numericalU" for R = AT. because the 

point .4-2 lies on the spatial grid, and l^s and Ims values therefore exist for all gridded 

directions at .-I). But the point P, does not. in general, lie on the spatial grid, and 

the information required to evaluate J,i(~) when r = 0 is therefore not available. 

In the Herman el nl .  (1994) code, the valueof' (^P. Pestimated by inter

polating quadratically among the known values of./'/ '  -^d '  

and shown in Fig. 2.4. This procedure is exactly analogous to 

the one by which IZ (^P. Pis obtained. Even in turbid atmospheres, for which 

P(0) can be a highly peaked function of direction. is observed to vary slowly 

with both position and direction. For this reason, direct interpolation with ./j does 

not generally cause any difficulty. 

In the current code. ( Py- Pi-^i ] i-"' estimated from linear interpolation with 
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(9.  <?.0o).  also in an exactly analogous procedure to the one by which TZ P2-'^2j 

is obtained. Using (2.42) and (2.44). respectively, and assuming that is a linear 

function of T. the integral in the source term of (2.33) is solved by both codes as 

j = j {CT + (2.45) 

0 0 

with the coefficients C and T) evaluated based on the calculated J^{AT) value and 

the interpolated ./,i(0) value. In practice, the differences between the Herman et al .  

(1994) method and the current method of evaluating the source term of (2.33) have 

been observed to be relatively unimportant. 

2.3.4 Cone calculations 

The procedure outlined in the previous section can also be applied to calculating 

Ims when A lies on the upper or lower cone boundaries, provided that the path in 

question lies inside the boundary (such as PiA^ in Fig. 2.4). But if the path lies 

outside the boundary (such as Pi Ai- in Fig. 2.4). then interpolation cannot be 

used to obtain the values needed to evaluate (2.33). .\ method has been developed 

to approximate the incident and source terms of (2.33) for paths that lie outside 

the cone. The method used in the current code follows the procedure developed by 

Herman et al. (1994) fairly closely, and it is again instructive to explain the current 

method by comparing and contrasting it with the Herman et al. (1994) method. 

In the Herman et al .  (1994) code, the value of ^P. in Fig. 2.7a is 

estimated by first calculating TZ ^.4'. P'.A'j. .\ote that the path P'.A' is parallel to 

P.4.  The unknown value of TZ is  assumed to be ecjual to TZ 

and / j^l  I P.  P.A ) is therefore estimated from 



Figure 2.7: a) Illustration of the method used by the Herman et al .  (1994) code to 

estimate the incident term for a path PA that lies outside the boundary cone, 

b) Illustration of the method used by the current code to estimate the incident term 

for a path PA that lies outside the boundary cone. 
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(p. P.4) = R (.4'. P'.A') (p. P.4) . (2.46) 

In the current code. ^P. P.4j is instead estimated by first calculating the 

local polar angle at the point P for the path P.4 O p .  7?. ^.4'. P'.4'J as shown in 

Fig. 2.7b is then found, using interpolation as a function of direction if necessary. 

Note that the path P'.4' is not parallel to P.4 in Fig. 2.7b. but the local polar angle 

for the path P'.4' at the point .4' is set equal to Op. the local polar angle for the 

path P.4 at the point P. .\gain. the unknown value of TZ ^P. 's assumed to be 

equal to 7^ ^.4'. P'.4'^. and (^P. P.-Cj is estimated using (2.46). The difference 

between the current code's estimate of fl^l (^P.P.-Cj and the Herman et al. (1994) 

code's estimate arises due to the different P'.4' paths used by the two codes, as 

illustrated in Figs. 2.7a and 2.7b. 

The value of the source term in (2..J3) must also be estimated by some means 

for paths outside the cone, because the required radiance values are not known for 

points along the path P.4 in Figs. 2.8a and 2.Sb. In the Herman et al. (1994) code, 

the source term is estimated in the following way (adapted from Herman et al . .  

1994. Eq. 10). as illustrated in Fig. 2.Sa 

V V J Lon.d9. y e-(^^-^hlT 
0 j —1,/r = I x X Ar' 

0 0 

(•2.47) 

where Ar' is the optical path length from P' to .4'. is the average radiance 

on the cone for the layer containing P.4. and is the average radiance on the 

zenith for the layer containing P'.4'. The first factor on the right side of (2.47) is 

the integral of the source function from the point .4' to the point P'. The second 
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Figure 2.8: a) Illustration of the method used by the Herman ct al .  (1994) code to 

estimate the source term for a path PA that lies outside the boundary cone, 

b) Illustration of the method used by the current code to estimate the source term 

for a path PA that lies outside the boundary cone. 
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factor is the ratio of the average actinic flux for this layer on the cone to that on 

the zenith. The third factor is the ratio of the integrated transmission through the 

layer along PA to that along P'A'. The source term of (2.33) for paths outside the 

cone is estimated in {"2.47) by setting it ecfual to the source term for a parallel path 

on the zenith, multiplied by factors that account for differences in actinic flu.x and 

path length, respectively, between the two paths. 

In the current code, the source term is instead estimated by 

as illustrated in Fig. 2.8b. .Vote that P'A' is not parallel to PA in Fig. 2.Sb: instead, 

the local polar angle at .4' is ec|ual to the local polar angle at .4. This fact causes 

the optical  path length from P' to .4 '  to be ecjual to the optical  path length from P 

to .4. which eliminates the need for the symbol Ar' in (2.48). Therefore the third 

factor given in (2.47) is omitted from (2.48). because it ec(uals unity. Interpolation 

as a function of direction is again generally recpiired to evaluate the first factor 

in (2.48), but this does not generally cause any difficulty in practice due to the 

gradual variation of ./,/ with direction. The second factor from (2.47) also appears 

in (2.48). to account for the different amount of diffuse radiation at the OQI^ and 

OQX- positions. 

The radiance values computed on the conical boundaries using approximate 

methods are certainly not as accurate as those computed on the zeniths. Thome 

(1990) reports that the cone radiances sometimes differ significantly from the true 

solution in his model (p. 60). but notes that the influence of the cone radiances on 

u 
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the zenith radiances (which are truly the quantities of interest!) is fairly small (p. 

•51). This is correct for nearly vertical radiation paths, but is clearly untrue for a 

path such as CT or BT in Fig. 2.-5 for the current model, in which the value of the 

incident term is completely determined by the cone radiances because the points 

B and C lie on the cone. Thome (1990) asserts that "in a typical run. there will 

not be a consistent bias in the boundary" (p. .52) for his code, and independent 

investigations with the Herman et al. (1994) code confirm this for radiation paths 

that lie outside the limb of the atmosphere. 

However, the cone radiances calculated by the Herman et al .  (1994) code are 

often larger than the actual radiances for paths lying in the limb. This observation 

might be partially e.xplained with the aid of Fig. 2.9a. In the Herman et al. (1994) 

method of finding (^P.P.-Cj. the value of 'R ^.4'. P'.-l'j for the path indicated 

in Fig. 2.9a is used. But the tangent radius r'. for the path P'.A' can differ sub

stantially from the tangent radius r, for the path P.\. as shown in Fig. 2.9a. The 

value of 'R. often increases as ft decreases, presumably because paths with smaller 

values of ;•( penetrate nearer to the surface. The atmosphere is generally optically 

thicker near the surface, increasing the proportion of multiple scattering relative to 

single scattering. Because the value of TZ varies significantly with tangent radius, 

it is cjuestionable whether the value of 'R P'is an adecjuate estimate of the 

value of TZ (^P. P.-lj. 'R exceeds R (^P. ̂  when d'R/Ort < 0. which is 

consistent with the freciuently observed bias in the cone values. .\n overestimate of 

TZ (^P. P.A^ leads to an overestimate of I}^1 j paths in the limb. Therefore 

112, ^.4. may be overestimated by the Herman et al .  (1994) code in the event 

that .4 lies on the cone and the path P.4 lies in the limb outside the boundary cone. 

However, this is a partial e.xplanation at best, because the limb radiances calculated 
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'̂•/W//A///̂ . 

Figure 2.9: a) Illustration of the method used by the Herman t t  al .  (1994) code to 

evaluate paths outside the boundary cone. 

b) Illustration of the method used by the current code to evaluate paths outside the 

boundary cone. 
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by the Herman et al .  (1994) code do not always exceed those calculated by the 

current code when dTZ/drt < 0. 

The current code assumes that the value of TZ (^P. equal to TZ ^.4'. P'A'^ 

for the path shown in Fig. 2.9b. The path P'A' is chosen such that the local polar 

angle at  .4 '  tor the path P'A' is  equal to the local polar angle at  P for the path PA. 

This causes r. for the path P'A' to equal /•( for the path PA shown in Fig. 2.9b. 

removing a possible source of bias. 

2.3.5 Non-illuminated paths 

The model outlined so far is capable of calculating the radiance throughout the por

tion of the atmosphere for which OQ < 90°. However, further modifications must be 

made to enable us to calculate radiances when the sun is below the horizon. Such 

calculations are of particular interest because twilight radiance observations repre

sent a potentially rich source of information about the atmosphere, if a sufficiently 

accurate radiative transfer model were available to help with the interpretation of 

the observations. The Herman ct nl. ( 1994) and Herman et al. (1995b) codes are not 

capable of calculating radiances for > 90°. and this fact also makes it particularly 

important to add this capability to the current code. 

Because of the complications inherent in the problem of calculating twilight 

radiances, progress in this area has been relatively slow, despite the importance of 

the problem. Several authors have discussed the color of the twilit sky using single-

scattering arguments (Hulbert. 19o3: Dave and Mateer, 1968: .\dams et al.. 1974). or 

by approximating the multiple-scattered radiances by a perturbation on the single-

scattered radiance field (Hall. 1979). Others have discussed twilight problems with 

little regard for the influence of multiple scattering (Rozenberg. 1965 and 1966). 
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or have solved for the multiple-scattered radiance field in a very approximate way 

(Smoktii. 1967: Sobolev. 1975). Still others have made calculations in which the 

initial multiple-scattering event is accurately included, but third- and higher-order 

scattering is neglected (Dave. 19-56: Lee. 1994). 

However. Blattner et al .  (1971) and Belikov (1996) agree that scattering of third 

and higher orders is generally significant in determining the distribution of radiation 

for twilight cases. This casts serious doubt upon any conclusions that were reached 

without accounting for third- and higher-order scattering, although it is possible 

that ciuantities such as the ratio of twilight radiances at two wavelengths might be 

calculated accurately using approximate methods, even if neither the numerator nor 

the denominator of the ratio is accurately calculated. 

Refraction of the transmitted solar beam is also an important effect at twilight, 

because a point that lies in the Earth's shadow when the solar beam is constrained 

to travel in a straight line may become illuminated when refraction of the solar 

beam is properly accounted for. This phenomenon is clearly displayed in .Adams 

et al. (197-1). Fig. 3. .-\s noted by Blattner et al. (1974). this downward shift 

of the Earth s shadow increases the observed radiances at twilight, because more 

radiation is admitted into the region for which OQ > 90°. Blattner el al. (1974) 

say that refraction of the solar beam has its greatest influence on single-scattered 

radiances at large twilight solar zenith angles, but has relatively little effect on the 

observed color ratios and angular pattern of scattering in the twilight region. Of 

the previously referenced twilight calculations, only Rozenberg (1965). Rozenberg 

(1966). Collins and Wells (1970). Blattner et al. (1971). Collins et al. (1972). .Adams 

et al. (1974) and Blattner et al. (1974) account for refraction of the solar beam. 

Refraction is neglected in the current study, as discussed earlier. 
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Collins et al .  (1972) and Blattner et al .  (1974) also note that the calculated 

single-scattered radiance for twilight conditions depends crucially upon the distri

bution ol scatterers and absorbers as a function of altitude. This observation also 

casts doubt upon the applicability of many past calculations to the real atmosphere, 

because the\' were frequently obtained by assuming that the optical properties of the 

model atmosphere varied with altitude in an unrealistically simple way (e.g.. Hul-

bert. 19o3: Dave. 1956: Smoktii. 1967: Sobolev. 1975: Lee. 1994). or by assuming 

that the optical properties of the model atmosphere are constant for unacceptably 

thick layers (e.g.. Dave and Mateer. 196S: Dahlback and Stamnes. 1991). The sen

sitivity of single-scattered radiances to the e.\act structure of the model atmosphere 

also makes it clear that, in order to make a meaningful comparison to the twilight 

radiances obtained by another author, care must be taken to define the model atmo

sphere in exactly the same way as the other author. This is frequently impossible, 

because the details of the atmospheric structure corresponding to a given calcula

tion are often incomplete, difficult to interpret accurately, or entirely absent in the 

literature. 

The radiative transfer model presented herein can accomodate atmospheric layers 

of arbitrary thickness and composition. Therefore the calculation of the single-

scattered radiance field for a realistic atmosphere is straightforward. It is noteworthy 

that is non-zero for points that lie within the shadow of the Earth, as long as 

some portion of the radiation path under consideration is illuminated by the solar 

beam. 

In the present work, the .Jacobi method of iteration is used, which is capa

ble of calculating the multiple-scattered radiance for an arbitrarily large number 

of multiple-scattering iterations. However, the formulation given in Sects. 2.3.3 
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and 2.3.4 depends upon interpolation with respect to the ratio TZ (^P. Pdefined 

in (2.40). This ratio will not always have a well-defined value when the sun is be

low the horizon. If (^P. P.A^ is non-zero while I^s (^P.PA^ equals zero, then 

TZ ^P.PA^ is unbounded. If both (^P. ^ss equal zero, then 

7  ̂ (̂ P. PAJ is indeterminate, which sometimes poses a problem. If 7^ 's 

indeterminate because P lies at the top of the atmosphere and PA is a downward 

radiation path, or because P lies at a surface with o = 0 and PA is an upward radi

at ion path,  then a  well-defined value for  TZ ^P.  st i l l  be chosen:  TZ 

is simply set to zero, because this will cause the estimate of (^P. to equal 

zero as well, from (2.41). as it should for those two situations. 

But if Iss ^P- ~ 0 because the entire radiation path lies within the shadow 

of the Earth (a case subsequently referred to as a "non-illuminated path"), then 

the problem is more formidable. If the ratio TZ has a well-defined value for all of 

the paths to be used in a  part icular  interpolat ion,  then the interpolat ion with TZ 

described in Sects. 'IM.'i and 2.;5.4 is used. If TZ lacks a well-defined value for one 

or more of the paths to be used in the calculation (because one or more paths is 

non-illuminated), then Ims (^P-PA^ is estimated by direct interplation among the 

gridded fms values. This procedure will generally be less accurate than interpolation 

with TZ. as described earlier, but its use is unavoidable for non-illuminated paths. 

•Again, the present model neglects refraction, so the calculated radiances and the 

classification of paths as "illuminated" or "non-illuminated" will be in error to the 

extent that refraction of the solar beam is important. This error grows rapidly as 

increases past 90°. While it is theoretically possible to make calculations with the 

current model for arbitrarily large solar zenith angles, an additional natural limit on 

the applicability of this model also exists. One of the boundary conditions is that 
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no diffuse downward radiation is incident upon the upper boundary of the model 

atmosphere. This is false in the real atmosphere: Diffuse starlight is always present, 

for example. Neglecting the influence of non-solar sources of radiation is permissible 

for non-twilight calculations because the solar source totally dominates all others at 

the wavelengths of interest. But for the deep twilight in the real atmosphere, the 

contribution of starlight and solar radiation reflected by other objects to the observed 

brightness becomes non-negligible compared to the contribution of solar radiation 

that travels through the limb of the atmosphere. Belikov (1996) states that the 

"stellar and zodiacal brightness" must be included in the boundary conditions for 

9Q > 100°. and uses the data of Roach and Gordon (1973) to do so in his calculations. 

Rozenberg (1966) reports that scattered solar radiation and diffuse starlight are 

roughly ecjual in magnitude for 100° < OQ < 105°. Roach and Gordon (1973) assert 

that "astronomical twilight" ends at = 108°. and for greater solar zenith angles 

the contribution of scattered solar radiation to the observed sky brightness is entirely 

negligible. 
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Chapter 3 

Testing the code 

3.1 The solution grid 

The spatial grid on which solutions are obtained must be carefully chosen. If an 

inappropriately coarse grid is chosen, the accuracy of the calculated radiances will 

suffer; but if an unnecessarily fine grid is chosen, computational effort will be wasted. 

The method used to determine the levels on which the radiative transfer equation is 

solved was previously outlined in Sect. "2.3.2. In practice, the procedure outlined in 

Sect. 2.3.2 produces levels spaced approximately 1 km apart in the upper atmosphere 

based on the geometric criterion, with smaller spacing in the lower atmosphere as 

the optical depth criterion begins to dominate. 

During the development of the Herman et al .  (1994) code, a great deal of effort 

was spent to determine the most appropriate half-angle for the boundary cone (cf. 

Thome. 1990. p. 51). with the eventual conclusion that 1° was the optimum choice. 

One might therefore assume that calculations should be made at 1° intervals in 

solar zenith angle for best results in the current code. The value of A^o is set to 

1° for all subsequent calculations unless otherwise stated. This value will be shown 

to be unnecessariU" small for some cases, and unacceptably large for others. But 

it represents a conservative choice for calculations in moderately thick atmospheres 
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with the sun far from the horizon. 

For similar reasons, the grid of directions for which radiance values are obtained 

at each point must also be carefully chosen: The calculated radiance distribution 

will lose accuracy and lack detail if too few directions are chosen, but unnecessary 

computations will be made if too many directions are chosen. The grid of 40 polar 

angles and 7 azimuth angles used in all calculations is given in Table 3.1. The 

grid is chosen to offer a tighter grid for 0 near 90°. where the radiance changes 

most rapidly with direction, and a looser grid for more nearly vertical radiation 

paths. The Herman et al. (1994) code does not permit gridded directions for which 

\6 — 90°I < 1° due to its multiple scatter interpolation scheme, but the current 

code is free from this restriction. The only restriction on the gridded 9 values was 

previously defined in (2.39). 

The current code is capable of calculating the radiance throughout the entire 

sunlit portion of the atmosphere, as explained earlier. This is the best way to use 

the current code, because it takes the fullest advantage of its novel features and 

minimizes the use of appro.ximations. However, the calculations presented herein 

are not obtained in this way. Instead, calculations are made for a limited range 

of solar zenith angles, with the necessary boundary conditions provided using the 

0r) •5. 15. '25.35.45.55.65. 70.75. SO. S2. S2.5,S3.S3.5. S4. S4.5. S5.85.5. 86.86.5. 

87.87.5.88. 88.5.88.9.S9.5. 89.9.90.90.5. 91.1.92.95. 105. 115. 125.135. 

145.155.165. 175 

or) 0..30.60.90.120.150.ISO 

Table 3.1; The local polar angles & and local azimuth angles o used in the current 
code. 
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approximate method outlined in Sect. 2..'3.4. In practice, calculations for the entire 

sunlit hemisphere require more storage space than the available computer could 

provide. This is likely to be true for many machines on which the current code 

might be run. For this reason, it is important to assess the accuracy of the current 

code when calculations are made for a limited range of solar zenith angles, and the 

boundary cones are employed. It seems reasonable to expect that calculations for the 

entire sunlit hemisphere will be. if anything, more accurate than these calculations, 

making this work equivalent to a "worst case" assessment of the current code. 

3.2 Preliminary tests 

Several preliminary tests are performed to test the current radiative transfer code 

for errors. The radius of the Earth r£ is increased by a factor of 100 to equal 637.100 

km. and the resulting calculated radiances are compared to the radiances computed 

by a flat atmosphere radiative transfer code for the same atmosphere. For such an 

enormous planetary radius, spherical effects should be very slight. The atmosphere is 

based upon the L'.S. Standard .Atmosphere. 1976. contains only Rayleigh scattering, 

and has T = 0.5. The surface albedo o is set to 0.3. and 9Q = 60°. The reflected 

radiances at the top of the atmosphere, the transmitted radiances at the surface, 

and the upward and downward radiances at an interior level are compared. The 

values agree to within 1% for all paths, with agreement at the 0.2% level for paths 

in which 0 does not approach 90°. This comparison indicates that no gross errors 

exist in the current code. 

The same model atmosphere is also used to test the current code for energy-

conservation. because the flux divergence must equal zero in a conservative scattering 

atmosphere. Calculations are made for OQX = and OQX '  — ^8°. with a total of 
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five zenith calculations at O Q  = 83° — 87°. The radiant energy flowing into and out 

of the volume bounded by the surface of the Earth, the top of the atmosphere, the 

cone defined by 0o = 83°. and the cone defined by OQ = 87° is calculated numerically, 

using a new routine developed specifically for this purpose. Because the radiation 

field is calculated only at discrete levels and solar zenith angles, the required fluxes 

are calculated for each grid point, and are assumed to vary as linear functions of 

both altitude and cos6^o between the gridded points. The computed energy inflow 

is observed to balance the computed energy outflow to better than 0.5%. This 

represents a more rigorous test of energy conservation than the appro.ximate test 

performed by Thome (1990). which indicated energy conservation to within ±3% in 

his model. This result suggests that the current code does not systematically "lose" 

or "gain" significant amounts of energy. 

The same model atmosphere is also used to assess how large Afo might be made 

without adversely affecting the accuracy of the calculated radiances. Calculations 

made with = 1° (setting 6^o.i = 0° Oom = = -1°) are compared to 

calculations made with A^^o = 20° (setting i9o,i = 0°.6^0.2 = -O°.0o.f = 21°). .A-gain. 

the reflected radiances at the top of the atmosphere, the transmitted radiances at the 

surface, and the upward and downward radiances at an interior level are compared. 

-Agreement is better than 0.o9? everywhere except for reflected limb radiances at 

the top of the atmosphere, and the disagreement never exceeds 1.5%. When the 

A0O = 1° calculations are compared to calculations made with A0o = 10° (setting 

^0,1 = O°,0o,2 = lO°.0o.3 = 2Q°.0ox- = 21°). better than 1% agreement is observed 

for all paths. The reflected limb radiances at the top of the atmosphere are generally 

most sensitive to the choice of A^Q; the transmitted radiances at the surface agree 

to better than 0.1% in both cases. 
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These results confirm what one might have suspected: For overhead sun cal

culations with moderately thick atmospheres, the solar zenith angle grid can be 

relaxed considerably from A^o = 1° without sacrificing significant accuracy. When 

the atmosphere becomes thicker and the sun approaches the horizon, however, even 

A^o = 1° can prove too coarse, as will be shown in Sect. 3.4. It should be em

phasized that the appropriate grid of solar zenith angles might vary considerably 

from one problem to the next, and the preceding results should not be regarded as 

general. 

The appropriate number of solar zenith angles to be used in a standard calcu

lation. denoted by A', is also e.xamined. In every calculation with the current code, 

the radiances calculated on some zeniths should be discarded due to their proximity 

with the boundary cones, and only those solutions for zeniths that are sufficiently 

far from the boundary cones should be reported. ClearU- the computational bur

den should be minimized by selecting the smallest possible value of K. without 

sacrificing accuracy in the radiance calculations on the zenith or zeniths of interest. 

The .Adams and Kattawar (197S) homogenous Rayleigh atmosphere is used as a 

test case, with OQ = 84.26°. r = 0.25. and o = 0. A is allowed to equal I. 3. 5. and 

11. placing the zenith at OQ = S4.26'' in the center of the array of solar zenith angles 

in every case. For example, when A' = 3. 0ox = 82.26°. Oo.\ = 83.26°. 0o.2 = 84.26°. 

00,3 = 85.26°. and 9QI_- = 86.26°. and only the values calculated for OQO = 84.26° 

are reported. .Again, the reflected radiances at the top of the atmosphere, the 

transmitted radiances at the surface, and the upward and downward radiances at 

an interior level were compared. 

Radiances at 9Q  = 84.26° for A' = 1 differed from those for A' = 11 by up to 

5%. The difference between A' = 3 radiances and A' = 11 radiances fell to 1.6%. 
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and for A' = 5. the disagreement with the A' = 11 radiances became less than 1%. 

When A' was varied, the greatest changes in the calculated radiances occurred for 

paths in the solar plane for which 0 —»• 90°. This is reasonable, because these paths 

span the broadest range of solar zenith angles, increasing the likelihood that the 

approximate boundary solutions at and 0^_i' will have significant influence on 

the solution. In addition, the optical path length for the scattered beam becomes 

extremely sensitive to changes in the polar angle as 0 —> 90°. (Similar sensitivity 

is observed for the attenuation of the solar beam as OQ —»• 90°.) For o = 90° and 

both 9Q and 6 far from 90°. the radiation paths are significantly shorter, the optical 

path lengths are significantly less sensitive to changes in OQ and 0, and the radiation 

paths also span a much narrower range of solar zenith angles, minimizing the impact 

of the appro.ximate boundary solutions. The radiances for these paths changed by 

much less than 1% when A' varied from I to 11. 

When r is increased to 1.0 for the homogenous Rayleigh atmosphere, the dis

agreement between A' = o radiances and A' = 11 radiances increases somewhat. For 

reflected radiances at the top of the atmosphere, the difference remains < 1%. The 

difference approaches 9"^^ for transmitted radiances at the surface for the direction 

(0 ss 90°. o = 180°). but for nearly all other directions, it is less than 1%. .-\.t the 

interior levels, differences of up to 4 — o% arise for the (0 90°. o = 180°) directions, 

but once again, the generally observed differences are less than 1%. These instances 

of significant disagreement for a small sample of directions suggest that the interior 

radiances for 0 ~ 90° in the solar plane will be slightly in error for calculations 

with A' = 5. and foreshadow the more severe problems encountered in Sect. 3.4. 

As will be shown in Sect. 3.4. accuracy can be improved in thick atmospheres for 

calculations at large solar zenith angles by decreasing the value of A0o-
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This comparison suggests that K = I is inadequate, while K = 3 represents a 

significant improvement, and A' = 5 is generally a safe choice to ensure that the 

calculations on the zenith of interest are sufficiently accurate. For this reason. K = 5 

for all calculations presented herein unless otherwise noted, with the solar zenith 

angle of interest at the center of the array of solar zenith angles. In addition to the 

appro.ximate boundary solutions for Oqx and Oo.v- calculations at four additional 

zeniths are made and discarded in order to produce the calculations at a single solar 

zenith angle of interest. 

The notion of discarding such a large fraction of the calculated radiance values 

might seem wasteful and inefficient. However, it is important to remember that 

the method of Thome (1990) and Herman et al. (1994) requires one to calculate 

and  d i s ca r d  seven  app r ox i ma te  bounda r y  so lu t i ons  (when  t he  pa r ame te r  c a l l e d  T ]  

by Thome. 1990 and Herman et nl.. 1994 is set to 30°) to obtain a single useful 

calculation: the present method recjuires one to calculate two appro.ximate bound

ary solutions and four regular zenith solutions in order to obtain a single useful 

calculation. In addition, the current code is capable of increasing the number of 

useful calculations without increasing the number of discarded calculations. For 

e.xample. if one sought calculations for OQ ranging from 7o° to 85° in a particular 

atmosphere, one could set K = lo, with OQX = ^o.f = 88°. and A^o = I°-

In this case, one would obtain eleven useful calculations, without increasing the 

number of discarded calculations beyond the required v'alue of six. To do the same 

thing with the Thome (1990) and Herman et al. (1994) method, one would make a 

total of seventy-seven approximate boundary solutions to obtain the eleven useful 

calculations. So the ratio of discarded calculations to useful calculations can be 

r educ ed  i n  t he  cu r r en t  code :  i t  i s  c o n s t a n t  i n  t he  Thome  (1990 )  and  He rman  e t  a l .  
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(1994) code. When viewed in this light, the efficiency of current method compares 

favorably with that of the Thome (1990) and Herman el al. (1994) method. 

In order to test the cone formulation outlined in Sect. 2.3.4. the .A.dams and 

Kattawar (197S) case with OQ = 84.26° and r = 0.25 is again used. The radiances 

calculated with K = o. 0o..3 = 84.26° (the usual method of calculation) are compared 

to those obtained with K = 5, 6QX = 84.26° and with A' = 5. OO.L '  = 84.26°. Once 

again, reflected radiances at the top of the atmosphere, transmitted radiances at the 

surface, and the upward and downward radiances at an interior level are compared. 

.As expected, the differences were greatest in the solar plane, for 0 ss 90° and paths 

lying outside the region for which solutions e.xist (i.e.. o = 0° when OQX = 84.26°. 

or o = 180° when 0o.f = 84.26°). In these cases, the appro.ximate methods of 

Sect. 2.3.4 are used, and the radiation path originates furthest from the region for 

which solutions e.xist. 

The 00,i = 84.26° and O^.c = 84.26° solutions agree with the 0o.3 = 84.26° 

solution to within ±2.o9( for all paths, with agreement better than 1% commonplace. 

Thome (1990) concludes that radiance errors of ±10% on his cone (with a half-angle 

of 1°) are tolerable in his method. Given that the boundary cones lie further from 

the zenith of interest (±3° in solar zenith angle, if A' = o and A^o = 1°)- it seems 

likely that the present method can tolerate even larger errors on the cone. Larger 

disagreements occur when - is increased to l.O. with isolated instances of up to 30% 

disagreement for nearly tangent radiation paths. However, this comparison gives us 

confidence that the present method can be effective. 
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3.3 Homogenous atmosphere tests 

Of course, the most convincing test of the current method would be to compare its 

output to some absolute standard. For example, the analytic solutions developed 

by Chandrasekhar (I960) for the Rayleigh scattering planetary problem in a flat 

atmosphere are tabulated by Coulson tt al. (1960). providing a reference for com

parison studies. Unfortunately, the spherical-shell radiative transfer problem has no 

analytic solution, and therefore no absolute standard exists for radiative transfer 

calculations in spherical-shell atmospheres. .-\.s a result, the absolute accuracy of 

any particular radiative transfer model is subject to debate, and intercomparison 

among various methods is the only means of assessing a new model. 

The new model is therefore tested by attempting to reproduce the results ob

tained by a well-established, independent method for a particular case. But even this 

sort of test is difficult to arrange, for several reasons. First, it requires another scalar, 

spherical-shell radiative transfer model that neglects refraction. The present model 

represents something of an intermediate step between simpler spherical-shell models 

(that use appro.ximate phase functions, simplified atmospheric structure, and ap-

pro.ximate higher-order scattering, for example) and more comprehensive spherical-

shell models (that include polarization and refraction), so appropriate models to 

test against are scarce. Second, the code developed by Thome (1990) and Herman 

et al. (1994) cannot be used as an independent test of the current code, because 

many of the ideas used in the current code came directly from the work of Thome 

(1990) and Herman et al. (1994). Third, a test case is rec[uired in which the model 

atmosphere used by each code is defined in exactly the same way. This is frequently 

impossible, because important information concerning the atmospheric structure is 
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often omitted or presented in the form of a graph (which is difficult to interpret 

w i th  a  h igh  l e ve l  o f  a ccu racy )  i n  t he  l i t e r a tu r e .  P r ev ious  s t ud i e s  ( c f .  Caud i l l  e t  a l . ,  

1997) have shown that relatively small differences in atmospheric structure alone 

can lead to significantly different calculated radiances. Fourth, the radiance itself 

is often presented in the literature as a graph, rather than a table. Comparison 

versus graphs can reveal whether large discrepancies exist, but tabulated values are 

required to make a comparison at the 1% level. 

Thome (1990) tests his Gauss-Seidel spherical-shell scalar radiative transfer code 

against the pseudo-spherical results of .-Vsous (1982). the forward Monte Carlo 

spherical-shell results of Marchuk et al. (19S0). and the backward Monte Carlo 

spherical-shell results of .-Vclams and Kattawar (19TS). But Thome (1990) notes 

that the exact atmospheric structure used in the .Asous (19S2) calculations was 

not available to him. This fact, combined with the pseudo-spherical nature of the 

calculations of .Asous (19S2). makes the comparison between the results of Thome 

(1990) and .\sous (19S2) rather inconclusive for the limb radiation paths, which 

are of particular interest in this study. Thome (1990) also raises serious questions 

about the physical plausibility of the results presented by .Marchuk et al. (19S0). 

For these reasons, no attempt is made to reproduce the .Asous (1982) and Marchuk 

et al. (1980) results here. 

Fortunately, no such objections arise concerning the .-\.dams and Kattawar (1978) 

results, so these are used to test the current code. The model atmosphere contains 

only Rayleigh scattering and is homogenous (i.e.. the volume extinction coefficient is 

constant with altitude). The density of the atmosphere is therefore made constant 

with altitude. The homogenous atmosphere is known to be a poor approximation 

of the true atmosphere, particularly at twilight and in the limb, but the .Adams 
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and Kattawar (197S) results are used only to test for errors in the current code. 

Table 3.2 contains the parameters that characterize the atmosphere used by .Adams 

and Kattawar (I97S). 

The .A.dams and Kattawar (19TS) results, like all Monte Carlo results, contain 

statistical fluctuations. .-Vdams and Kattawar (1978) do not state the number of 

photon histories used in their calculations, but the magnitude of the statistical 

fluctuations can be estimated indirectly. .Adams and Kattawar (I97S) note that 

reciprocity is violated by as much as ±-i% in some of their flat atmosphere calcula

tions (for which reciprocity should be observed exactly). Regarding an earlier test 

case. .Adams and Kattawar (I97S) state that "no differences were obtained between 

the (flat atmosphere results) and the (spherical-shell atmosphere results) other than 

those caused by statistical fluctuations. The largest errors encountered in the total 

radiance were of the order of 4 to oVi and in most cases substantially less" (p. 143). 

In addition. I{9 = 0°.o = 0°) in Table I of .\dams and Kattawar (1978) differs 

from I{9 = 0°. o = 1S0°) by for both OQ = 70.47° and OQ = 84.26°. These values 

clearly should be equal, because [ has a unique value at 0 = 0° regardless of azimuth 

angle. These observations suggest that the statistical fluctuations in the .\dams and 

quantity symbol (units) value 

radius of the Earth I 'E  (km) 6371 

solar zenith angles 0o(°) 0. 70.47. 84.26 

incident solar irradiance F Q  (relative units) 3.14159260359 

surface albedo 0  0.0 

optical depths ~R  0.25. 1.0 

altitude of top of atmosphere =T  (km) ICQ 

Table 3.2: Parameters used in the .\dams and Kattawar (1978) comparison. 
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Kattawar (1978) results are probably at least ±3%. on average. 

Comparisons among the results of current code, the results of an updated version 

of the Herman et al. (1994) code (D.E. Flittner. private communication) and the 

results obtained by .Adams and Kattawar (197S) are presented in Figs. 3.1. 3.2 

and 3.3. .-Ml figures contain the reflected radiance at the top of the atmosphere as 

a function of polar angle in the solar plane, for the values of do and r presented 

in Table 3.2. The single-scattered radiances calculated by the present code agree 

with the .Adams and Kattawar (197S) values to within 0.7V( for all cases, and the 

agreement is usually better than 0.1%. Considering that .Adams and Kattawar 

(1978) report only three significant digits, this represents excellent agreement, and 

indicates that most of the disagreement between the current results and the .Adams 

and Kattawar (1978) results arises due to multiple scattering. The values produced 

by the three methods shown in Figs. 3.1. 3.2 and 3.3 generally agree quite well for 

the chosen r and fo values. 

However, the few instances in which the three methods produce significantly 

different results require closer scrutiny. Significant differences sometimes occur for 

paths with 0 % 0°. However, the .Adams and Kattawar (1978) results often look 

particularly noisy in these instances, while the results of the current code and the 

upda t ed  He rman  e t  a l .  ( 1994 )  code  a r e  p r ac t i c a l l y  i n d i s t i n g u i s h ab l e .  He rman  e t  a l .  

(199.5b) refer to "a problem with the Monte Carlo code for viewing angles near the 

vertical" that was noted by Whitney and Malchow (1977). It is possible that the 

•Adams and Kattawar (197S) results suffer from a similar problem. In any event, 

the occurrence of significant differences for paths with 0 % 0° appears to be fairly 

random. 

A more regular pattern of disagreement occurs for paths lying in the limb in 
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Reflected radiance in the solar plane, 0o = 0°, t = 0.25 
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Figure 3.1: Reflected / at the top of the Rayleigh atmosphere as a function of & 

for 00 = 0°. as calculated by the .\dams and Kattawar (197S) code (diamonds with 

±3% error bars), the current code (solid line), and the updated Herman e/ al. (1994) 

code (dashed line). 
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Reflected radiance in the solar plane, 0Q = 70.47°, t - 0.25 
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Figure 3.2: Reflected / at the top of the Rayleigh atmosphere as a function of 9  

for $0 = 70.47°. as calculated by the Adams and Kattawar (1978) code (diamonds 

wi th  ±3% e r ro r  ba r s ) ,  t h e  cu r r en t  code  ( so l i d  l i ne ) ,  and  t he  upda t e d  He rman  e t  a l .  

(1994) code (dashed line). 
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Reflected radiance in ine solar plane, 0o = 84.26°, r = 0.25 
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Figure 3.3: Reflected I  at the top of the Rayleigh atmosphere as a function of 9  

for 9Q = 84.26°. as calculated by the .Adams and Kattawar (197S) code (diamonds 

w i th  ±3% e r ro r  ba r s ) ,  t h e  cu r r en t  code  ( so l i d  l i ne ) ,  and  t he  upda t ed  He rman  e t  a l .  

(1994) code (dashed line). 
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the (p = 0° du'ection. The disagreement is larger for r = 0.25 than for r = 1.0. 

and appears to grow as OQ increases. This pattern is similar to the one observed 

when comparing the flat atmosphere and spherical-shell atmosphere results in Figs. 

4 and 6 of .\dams and Kattawar (197S). The updated Herman et al. (1994) code 

consistently gives larger values than the current code near the radiance peak that 

occurs in the limb near 0 = S4°. The difference is particularly apparent in the 

OQ = 84.26°. T = 0.25 case, which is shown in greater detail in Table 3..'3 and in 

Fig. 3.4. In order to highlight significant differences, all values that differ by more 

than 3% from the Adams and I\attawar (197S) values are italicized in Table 3.3. 

and those that differ by more than o'/( are shown in bold type. 

Table 3.3 contains a third source of information that is not included in the 

analogous graph in Fig. 3.3. The additional curve is produced by the scalar version 

of a pseudo-spherical radiative transfer code developed by D.E. Flittner (referred 

to as the Flittner limb code herein). This code is particularly designed to calculate 

accurate radiances in the limb, and it was used (in its complete vector form) to 

produce the work presented by Herman et al. (1995c). The geometry used by the 

Flittner limb code to produce the scalar radiative transfer calculations presented in 

Fig. 3.4 is shown in Fig. 3.5. 

The Flittner limb code calculates [ss for the path shown in Fig. 3.5 

using a full path integration. The attenuation of the solar beam is calculated for all 

levels, but only on the zenith OT. which intersects the tangent point of the path 

of interest EA. The solar attenuation to a point along the path EA is set equal to 

the solar attenuation for the corresponding point at the same level which lies on the 

zenith OT. For e.xample. the solar attenuation to the points Q and P are set equal 

to the calculated solar attenuation to the point Z. The radiances calculated on the 
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e n  IA K  IH  IF  Pc  PH PF  

-88 0.2625 0.2654 0.2662 0.2655 -1.1 -1.4 -1.1 

-85 0.2353 0.2421 0 .2 .1 2 6  0.2329 -2.9 -3.1 1.0 

-80 0.1831 0.1797 0 .176 .1  0.1452 1.9 3.7 20.7 

-70 0.1118 0.1143 0.1121 0.1111 -2.2 -0.3 0.6 

-60 S.092(-2) 8.170(-2) 8.041(-2) 8.070(-2) -1.0 0.6 0.3 

-50 6.147(-2) 6.216(-2) 6.1.39(-2) 6.181(-2) -1.1 0.1 -0.6 

-40 4.851(-2) 4.922(-2) 4.874(-2) 4.913(-2) -1.5 -0.5 -1.3 

-30 3.932 (-2) 4.03Q(-2) 4.001 (-2) 4.035(-2) -2.5 -1.8 -2.6 

-20 3.400(-2) 3.427(-2) 3.4U(-2) 3.440(-2) -0.8 -0.3 -1.2 

-10 3.090(-2) 3.059(-2) 3.052(-2) 3.078(-2) 1.0 1.2 0.4 

0 2.8Sl(-2) - - - - - -

10 2.925(-2) 2.961 (-2) 2.969(-2) 2.991(-2) -1.2 -1.5 -2.3 

20 3.239 (-2) 3.245(-2) 3.262(-2) 3.284(-2) -0.2 -0.7 -1.4 

30 3.597(-2) 3.798(-2) 3.826(-2) 3.850(-2) -5.6 -5.6 -7.0 

40 4.700(-2) 4.701(-2) 4.745(-2) 4.773(-2) -0.02 -1.0 -1.55 

50 5.946 (-2) 6.124(-2) 6 .196 ( -2 )  6 . 231  ( -2 )  -3.0 -4.2 -4.8 

60 S.392(-2) 8.461 (-2) 8.587(-2) S.636(-2) -0.8 -2.3 -2.9 

70 0.1266 0.1286 0 .1311  0 .L320  -1.6 -3.6 -4.3 

80 0.2727 0.2764 0 .2851  0.2934 -1.4 -4.5 -7.6 

85 0.3402 0.3451 0.3668 0 . : ]527  -1.4 -7.8 -3.7 

88 0.2779 0.2807 0.2854 0.2830 -1.0 -2.7 -1.8 

Table 3.3: The total reflected radiance at the top of the Rayieigh atmosphere cal

culated by .Adams and Kattawar (1978) the current code (/^-). the updated 

Herman et al. (1994) code (In)- 'ind the Flittner limb code {IF)- The percentage 

d i f f e r ences  be tween  I_ \ K  and  [ Pc ) -  be tween  and  / / /  [pn ) -  and  be tween  I A K  

and Ip {pp) are also presented. .Negative values of 0 indicate the (9.o = 180°) 

radiances, while positive values of 0 indicate the {O.o = 0°) radiances. Numbers 

followed by a negative integer in parenthesis are given in scientific notation, i.e. 
S.092(-2) = 8.092 x 10"^ 
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Reflected radiance in the soiar plane, = 84.26°, T = 0.25 
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Figure 3.4; Reflected I  at the top of the Rayleigh atmosphere as a function of 6  for 
6Q = 84.26° and r = 0.2.5, as calculated by the Adams and Kattawar (197S) code 

(diamonds with ±3% error bars), the current code (sohd line), the updated Herman 

et al. (1994) code (dashed line), the Flittner limb code (dotted line), and the flat 

atmosphere code (dot-dashed line). 



"'•-trat,o„ of the geometry used by ,|,e FUttner limb code. 
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zenith OT are used to estimate tiie source term along the entire path EA. (If the 

radiation path of interest intersects the surface, as shown for SA in Fig. 3.5. then 

radiances calculated on the zenith OS are instead used to evaluate solar attenuation 

and the source term along 5.4.) For the tangent path EA. the unknown value of 

Jd (^Q.EQ^ is assumed to be equal to the known value of ./j ^Z.Q'Z^. while the 

unknown value of .J,i (^P. EP^ is assumed to be equal to ./j  ̂ Z.ZP'^. In addition, 

the path lengths used in the multiple scattering calculation are computed as if the 

atmosphere were flat. 

In order to calculate the radiance distribution in the limb of the atmosphere, 

one must run the Flittner limb code many times. Each radiation path has a dif

ferent tangent point, and thus a new calculation is required for each path. The 

appro.ximate method by which the solar attenuation is calculated in the Flittner 

limb code introduces a minimal error for calculations of Iss in the o = 90° plane, 

but more significant errors arise in the solar plane, particularly as 90°- The 

Flittner limb code finds /„., (^A. EA^ with a full path integration of an appro.ximate 

source function. The incident multiple-scattered radiance I,ns(^E.EA^ is known 

to equal zero for tangent paths because E lies at the top of the atmosphere. By 

contrast. I^s ^.-l. £".4^ is found in the current code by integrating a more accurate 

source function through a single layer, with the incident term estimated through 

interpolation. 

.As shown in Table 3.3 and Fig. 3.4. the results of the Flittner limb code differ 

significantly from the results of the other methods for (0 > 70°.o = 1S0°). because 

the solar zenith angle at which calculations are made by the Flittner limb code 

approaches 90° for these paths. For such large solar zenith angles, the approxima

tions made in the Flittner limb code cause it to lose accuracv. But the solar zenith 
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angle at which calculations are made by the Flittner limb code is more moderate 

when 0 = 0°. and the limb radiances produced by the Flittner limb code for o = 0° 

agree more closely with the .Adams and Kattawar (19TS) and current code results, 

suggesting that the updated Herman e/ al. (1994) code might overestimate limb 

radiances for the o = 0° direction at large solar zenith angles. 

Fig. 3.4 also contains the reflected radiances calculated by a flat atmosphere 

radiative transfer model. This curve demonstrates that the flat atmosphere model 

is inadec[uate for all polar angles in this case. The flat atmosphere radiances are 

uniformly smaller than their sphericai-shell counterparts for 0 < So°. due primarily 

to the increased attenuation of the solar beam in the flat atmosphere, relative to the 

spherical-shell case. The flat atmosphere radiances greatly exceed their spherical-

shell counterparts as ^ 90°. because the flat atmosphere approximation greatly 

overstates the lengths of the radiation paths in these cases. In the flat atmosphere, 

the path length increases monotonically with 0. and every upward radiation path 

originates at the surface: in the spherical-shell atmosphere, the path length even

tually begins to decline with increasing 0 in the limb, and some upward radiation 

paths originate at the top of the atmosphere. 

These comparisons to the .\dams and Kattawar (I97S) results give us some 

confidence that the current code is free from errors. To further test the current code, 

its output was also compared to the values reported by Kattawar and .-\dams (I97S). 

The homogenous, spherical-shell atmosphere used by Kattawar and .Adams (L97S) 

contains particles that scatter conservatively according to the Henyey-Greenstein 

phase function Pno{Q). which is given by Kattawar and .Adams (1978) as 
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where the asymmetry parameter g  equals the weighted average of cos 0 that is 

obtained when PffciQ) is used as the weighting function, i.e. 

g  = J J Pf^Q(Q)  co sQ  s 'mQdQdo .  (3.2) 

0 0 

Therefore —1 < g  <  1- with large positive values of g  indicating a highly forward-

peaked phase function, and large negative values indicating a highly backward-

peaked phase function. .\o real particle scatters according to the Henyey-Greenstein 

phase function, but it qualitatively resembles an aerosol phase function computed 

by e.xact Mie theory (except that it lacks the backward peak for scattering with 

0 % 180°). and it is often used as a convenient analytic approximation for aerosol 

scattering. .-Vs given in (3.1). the Henyey-Greenstein phase function is normahzed 

to unity when integrated over an entire sphere, and thus can be interpreted in terms 

of probability of scattering in a particular direction, as was previously discussed 

for (2.19). 

The parameters listed in Table 3.2 are also used in the calculations of Kattawar 

and .^dams (1978). The only differences are that the Rayleigh scatterers are re

placed by Henyey-Greenstein scatterers. and the additional variable^ is introduced, 

taking on the values of O.o and 0.7. Comparisons between the results of the current 

code for this model atmosphere and the Kattawar and .Adams (1978) results are 

presented in Figs. 3.6 - 3.11. It should be noted that the single-scattered radiances 

calculated by the current code agree with the Kattawar and .\dams (1978) values 

to within 0.5%. with agreement better than O.Wc in most cases. This indicates 

that multiple scattering is once again the source of any significant differences. The 

radiances are given on a logarithmic scale in Figs. 3.6 - 3.11. because the radiance 

frequently changes over one or more orders of magnitude due to the large anisotropy 
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Figure 3.6: Reflected / at the top of the Henyey-Greenstein atmosphere as a function 
of 0 for 01] = 0° and r = 0.2.5. as calculated by the Kattawar and Adams (197S) 
code (diamonds with ±39f error bars) and the current code (solid line). 
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Reflected radiance in the solar plane, g=0.5, T=0.25 
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Figure .'3.7: Reflected f at the top of the Henycy-Greenstein atmosphere as a function 
of 0 for 0Q = 70.47° and r = 0.25. as calculated by the Kattawar and Adams (197S) 
code (diamonds with ±3% error bars) and the current code (solid line). 
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Reflected radiance in the solar plane, 0o=84.26°, g=0.5, T=0.25 
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Figure 3.S: Reflected / at the top of tlie Henyey-Greenstein atmosphere as a function 
of & for 0Q = 84.26° and r = 0.2o. as calculated by the Kattawar and Adams (1978) 
code (diamonds with error bars) and the current code (solid line). 
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Refiected radiance in the solar plane, 9^-0°, g=0.5, T=1.0 
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Figure 3.9: Reflected I at the top of the Henyey-Green stein atmosphere as a function 
of 0 for OQ = 0° and r = 1.0. as calculated by the Kattawar and Adams (197S) code 
(diamonds with ±39? error bars) and the current code (solid line). 
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Reflected radiance in the solar plane, g=0.5, T=1.0 
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Figure 3.10: Reflected / at the top of the Henyey-Greenstein atmosphere as a func
tion of 9 for OQ = 70.47° and r = 1.0. as calculated by the Kattawar and Adams 
(1978) code (diamonds with error bars) and the current code (solid line). 
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Reflected radiance in the solar plane, 00=84.26°, g=0.5, T=1.0 
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Figure 3.11: Reflected / at the top of the Henyey-Greenstein atmosphere as a func
tion of 0 for 00 = S4.26° and r = 1.0. as calculated by the Kattawar and .Adams 
(197S) code (diamonds with ±3% error bars) and the current code (solid line). 
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of the Henyey-Greenstein phase function. The error bars again indicate ±3% of the 

radiance reported by Kattawar and Adams (197S). L'nfortunately. Kattawar and 

Adams (197S) also do not state the magnitude of the statistical fluctuations in 

their results explicitly. The error bars in Figs. -3.6 - 3.11 are somewhat speculative, 

based upon how well reciprocity was satisfied in some flat atmosphere calculations 

performed by Kattawar and .A.dams (197S) for the same number of photon histories. 

Figs. 3.6 - 3.11 indicate generally good agreement with the Kattawar and .Adams 

(197S) results. .\s g.r. and OQ increase, the agreement deteriorates somewhat, and 

discrepancies as large as ±2-1% occur. Given the excellent agreement in the single 

scattering, this represents a large disagreement in the multiple scattering. However, 

the Kattawar and .-Vdams (197S) radiance distribution contains fine structure in 

many cases, often for paths that do not lie in the limb. This fine structure is difficult 

to reconcile with the smoothness of PHC{Q)- the exponential weighting functions in 

the transfer equation, and the relatively slow variation of radiation path length with 

0 for such moderate polar angles. It seems more likely that the fine structure in 

the Kattawar and .-Vdams (1978) results might represent statistical fluctuations with 

much larger amplitudes than the ±'.i% error bars would suggest. 

The values plotted in Fig. 3.10 for r = 1.0. cj = 0.7. OQ  = 70.47° are tabulated in 

Table 3.4. In Table 3.4. those radiances calculated by the current code that exceed 

the Kattawar and .-\.dams (1978) results by more than are in bold type; those 

that are exceeded by the Kattawar and .\dams (1978) results by more than o% are 

italicized. This presentation shows that the disagreement frequently exceeds the 

stated statistical fluctuations in the Kattawar and .-Vdams (197S) results, and also 

highlights the random-looking character of the observed disagreement. Perhaps the 

Kattawar and .Adams (197S) results were produced with an inadequate number of 
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o r )  h<A I c  Pc 

-SS 9.222(-2) S.5lS(-2) 7.7 

-8-5 8.600(-2) 9.404(-2) -9.4 

-80 9.10o(-2) 9.634(-2) -5.8 

-70 9.143(-2) 8.J,8li-2) 7.2 

-60 7..500(-2) 7.070(-J) 5.7 

-oO 0.441 (-2) 5.985(-2) -10.0 

-40 4.579(-2) 5.298(-2) -15.7 

-30 4.806(-2) 4.949(-2) -3.0 

-20 3.9.39(-2) 4.894(-2) -24.2 

-10 o.000(-2) 5.0S8(-2) -1.8 

0 5.273(-2) - -

10 6.810(-2) 6.858(-2) 0.7 

20 9.3o0(-2) 9.8 

30 0.1004 0.1118 -11.3 

40 0.1568 0.1580 -0.8 

50 0.2389 0.2388 1.9 

60 0.3933 0.3867 1.7 

70 0.6730 0.6519 3.1 

80 L188 1.197 -0.7 

8o 1.667 1.640 1.6 

88 1.934 1.929 0.3 

Table 3.4: The total radiance calculated by Kattawar and Adams (1978) (I K A ) and 
the current code (Ic)- for OQ = 70.47°. r = 1.0 and g = 0.7. The percentage difference 

between and 4 (Pc) 's also presented. .Again, negative values of 6 indicate the 

[6. o = 180°) radiances, while positive values of 9 indicate the {0. o = 0°) radiances. 
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photon histories for cases with larger values of g .  r .  and O Q . resulting in poor accuracy 

in their multiple scattering calculation. 

3.4 Realistic atmosphere tests 

The results of .\dams and Kattawar (197S) and Kattawar and Adams (1978) pro

vide an invaluable check for the current model. However, the assumptions of a ho

mogenous atmosphere and Henyey-Greenstein scattering are unrealistic, and these 

restrictions must be relaxed to make a more rigorous test of the current code. The 

performance of the current model for a realistic atmosphere, in which the optical 

properties vary with altitude, gaseous absorption can occur, and aerosol scattering 

is properly described by .\Iie theory, must be explored more thoroughly. 

The realistic atmosphere used for the following comparisons was originally devel

oped by Petropavlovskikh tt nl. (1996). and is characterized by the values given in 

Table 3.5. A mid-latitude, spring-time ozone profile is employed, and both aerosol-

free and turbid atmosphere calculations were made. Only the former calculations 

are presented here, because the results of the comparisons for the turbid atmo

spheres are so similar to the aerosol-free atmosphere comparisons (except that the 

forward peak due to aerosol scattering is clearly visible in the turbid atmosphere 

calculations!). In each figure, the results of the current code are compared to those 

of the Herman et al. (1994) code and those of the Hat atmosphere code. .-Ml figures 

display values in the solar plane, because these calculations generally represent the 

most challenging radiative transfer calculations. .-\.ny differences that appear in the 

solar plane in Figs. 3.12 - 3.1o are also present (to a lesser e.xtent. generally) in other 

azimuth planes. 

The reflected radiances at the top of the atmosphere for O Q  = 60° are shown in 
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Reflected radiance in the soiar plane, - 60°, \ = .3115 jim 
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Figure 3.12: Reflected / at the top of the realistic atmosphere as a function of 0 for 
00 = 60°. as calculated by the current code (solid line), the Herman et al. (1994) 
code (dotted line), and the flat atmosphere code (dashed line). 
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Figure 3.13: Reflected / at the top of the realistic atmosphere as a function of 9 for 
&Q = 85°. as calculated by the current code (solid line), the Herman et al. (1994) 
code (dotted line), and the flat atmosphere code (dashed line). 
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Transmitted radiance in the solar plane, do = 60°, A = .3115 /zm 
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Figure 3.14: Transmitted / at the surface in the realistic atmosphere as a function 
of 9 for 6Q = 60°. as calculated by the current code (solid line), the Herman et al. 
(1994) code (dotted line), and the flat atmosphere code (dashed line). 
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Transmitted radiance in the solar plane, 6^ = 85°, A = .3115 /xm 
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Figure 3.15: Transmitted / at the surface in the realistic atmosphere as a function 
of 9 for ^0 = 85°. as calculated by the current code (solid line), the Herman et al. 
(1994) code (dotted line), and the flat atmosphere code (dashed line). 
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quantity symbol (units) value 

radius of the Earth r E  (km) 6371 

solar zenith angles Ooi") 60. 85 

incident solar irradiance F Q (relative units) 3.14159265359 

surface albedo o  0.0 

altitude of top of atmosphere = T  (km) 70 

ozone column abundance So (atm-cm) 0.325 

wavelengths Al. A-2 i i - i m )  0.3115. 0.3324 

Rayleigh optical depths "r(AI ). T p t i X - i )  1.0362. 0.7845 

ozone optical depths ~o('V )• '"o( A-i) 0.7686. 0.04029 

Table 3.5: Parameters used in the realistic atmosphere comparison. 

Fig. 3.12. For Ai = 0.3115 /mi. the difference between the results of the current code 

and the Herman tl al. (1994) code never exceeds and is generally less than 

0.1% outside the limb region. For Aj = 0.3324 /<m. the Herman et al. (1994) code 

results exceed the results of the current code by up to 17% in the limb. However, the 

difference rapidly declines to the 0.1'^ level outside the limb. For both wavelengths, 

one can see that the flat atmosphere code does a credible job for moderate values 

of 9. due to the relatively high sun for this case. But it fails to capture even the 

cjualitative behavior of the radiance in the limb of the atmosphere, as previously 

discussed. 

Fig. 3.13 contains the reflected radiances at the top of the atmosphere for OQ = 

85°. The difference between the results of the current code and the Herman et al. 

(1994) code for Ai = 0.3115 /mi approaches 3% for {6 = 45°.o = 180°). but is 

generally less than [% elsewhere (including the limb). The Herman et al. (1994) 

code results exceed the current code results by up to 17% in the limb for A j = 0.3324 

/fm. but agreement is generally better than 1% outside the limb. The flat atmosphere 
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code results are adecjuate for some directions outside the limb in this case, but they 

become quite inaccurate as 0 90°. 

The transmitted radiances at the surface for Oq = 60° are shown in Fig. 3.14. 

For Ai = 0.3115 /mi. the results of the Herman et nl. (1994) code and the current 

code agree to better than Q.oVc for all directions. For \y = 0.3324 fim. the agree

ment is better than 0.3% for all directions. This level of agreement between the 

current and Herman et al. (1994) codes is heartening, but not surprising, because 

Fig. 3.14 also confirms the well-known fact that the fiat atmosphere code calculates 

the transmitted radiance C[uite accurately for moderate solar zenith angles. 

For OQ = 85°. however, the flat atmosphere code is no longer adecjuate. and the 

spherical atmosphere codes disagree significantly as well. For Aj = 0.3115 /im. the 

current code results e.xceed those of the Herman et al. (1994) code by more than 

6% for all directions, as shown in Fig. 3.15. In addition, the radiance distribution 

calculated by the current code contains an unexpected "spike" for the {Q % 92°. o = 

180°) direction. It is not reasonable to e.xpect that the {0 % 92°. o = 180°) direction 

will be the brightest part of the sky. and it will be subsecfuently shown that this 

spurious feature vanishes when A^o is reduced. This "spike" in the radiation field 

apparently causes the current code to overestimate the amount of diffuse radiation 

available for scattering in the lower atmosphere in this case, causing the downward 

radiances to be uniformly overestimated. For Ao = 0.3324 /zm. a smaller "spike" 

also appears in the results of the current code for the (i9 % 92°. o = 180°) direction. 

However, the problem is not as severe in this case, and the results of the current 

code and the Herman et nl. (1994) code generally agree to within 1% outside this 

region. 

To determine the cause of the physically unreasonable behavior of the model for 
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the {6 =2 92°.o = 180°) direction, the case with Ai = 0.3115 /im and 9q = 85° was 

recalculated with A6^o reduced to 0.5° and K increased to 11. The grid of solar 

zenith angles therefore changes to = 82°.0o.i = 82.5° ^o.e = 85° ^o.ii = 

87.5°.The results of this calculation are displayed in Fig. 3.16. along 

with the other results previously shown in Figs. 3.13 and 3.15. The "spike" for the 

{6 % 92°. o = 180°) direction is greatly reduced for the A^o = 0.5° calculation, 

although a bulge still e.xists that causes these results to e.xceed the Herman et nl. 

(1994) code results by up to 31*;^ in this region. However, the agreement with the 

Herman et al. (1994) code results outside this narrow region is better than 1%. 

This result is consistent with the hypothesis that insufficient resolution in the solar 

zenith angle grid caused the model to behave unrealist icaily for the {6 ^  92°. G  =  

180°) direction in this case, and also suggests that the overall downward radiances 

were significantly affected by the unreasonably large radiances that were previously 

observed in this direction. The reflected radiances calculated by the current model 

at the top of the atmosphere changed only slightly when was reduced from 1° to 

0.5°. In the A^'o = 0.5° calculation, the reflected radiance agrees with the Herman 

et al. (1994) code results to better than iVi for all directions, including the limb. 

3.5 Simulated limb scan 

Finally, this dissertation would be incomplete without a simulation of actual limb 

scan data. The values that characterize this test case are given in Table 3.6. The 

model atmosphere includes both ozone alisorption and Rayleigh scattering, and was 

previously used by Herman et nl. (1995c). The ozone profile is taken from Bhartia 

et al. (1985). and the L"..S. Standard .-Vtmosphere. 1976 pressure and temperature 

profiles are used. The ozone absorption cross-sections are computed from the data 
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Reflected radiance in the solar plane, 9q = 85°, X = .3115 jLim 
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Figure .3.16: Reflected / at the top of the atmosphere and transmitted I at the 
surface in the realistic atmosphere as a function of 0 for OQ = So°. as calculated b\' 

the current code with AOQ = 1° (solid line), the current code with A^o = 0.5° (dot-

dashed line), the Herman et al. (1994) code (dotted line), and the flat atmosphere 

code (dashed line). 
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quantity symbol (units) value 

radius of the Earth ;•£• (km) 6371 

solar zenith angle O o [ ' )  60 

incident solar 

irradiance 

FQ (relative units) 1.0 

surface albedo 0  0.3 

altitude of the top 

of the atmosphere 

= T  (km) 81 

ozone column 

abundance 

.Vo (atm-cm) 0.325 

wavelengths A1. A • 1. A3, 

A . | . A 5 . A ^  [ f i m )  

0.3. 0.31. 0.32. 

0.342. 0.602. 0.66 

Rayleigh optical depths ~/?('\i)- '•R(A3). 

~ / ? ( ' V l ) .  T f i ( X ^ ) .  T f i i X f i )  

1.2150. 1.0548. 0.92050. 

0.69387. 0.067110. 0.046208 

ozone optical depths " o ( ' V  ) •  ~ o ( ' V ) ) .  ~ o (  A 3 ) .  

~ o ( ' \ - i ) -  " o i ' V i ) -  ~ o ( ^ 6 )  

3.0923. 0.75038. 0.24559. 

2.9205(-3). 0.045371. 0.01793S 

Table 3.6: Parameters used in the hnib scan simulation, .\gain. numbers followed 

by a negative integer in parenthesis are given in scientific notation, i.e. 2.920.5(-3) 
= 2.9205 X 10-\ 

of Paur and Bass (198o). and the Rayleigh scattering cross-sections are taken from 

Bates (1984). The chosen wavelengths lie in the Hartley and Huggins ozone absorp

tion bands in the ultraviolet (for Ai. A2. A3, and A4),  and in the Chappuis ozone 

absorption bands in the visible (for As and A,i). The Rayleigh optical depth varies 

greatly over this range of wavelengths, iiecause of its familiar A~"' dependence. The 

ozone absorption optical depth also varies greatly with wavelength, changing over 

three orders of magnitude between Ai and A.|. but the variation is irregular. 

Following Fig. 3 in Herman et al. (199.5c). the limb radiances are presented as a 

function of tangent height /? in Fig. 3.17. The tangent height of a particular path is 

illustrated in Fig 1.2. and each tangent height corresponds to a unique polar angle 
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Figure 3.17: Reflected / and /„// at the top ot" the Herman et al. (1995c) atmo
sphere as a function of h for Oq = 60°. as calculated by the current code for A] = 0.3 

fim (solid line). Ao = 0.31 /im (dotted line). A;3 = 0.32 /an (dashed line). A^ — 0.342 
/.im (dot-dashed line). A., = 0.602 /tm (three dot-dashed line), and A^ = 0.66 /.im 

(long dashed line). 



for a viewer at the top of the atmosphere. Plotting the radiance in this way allows 

one to see increased detail in the limb radiance profile. 

The values given in Fig 3.17 cannot agree e.Kactly with the values presented in 

Herman et al. (I99oc). Fig. 3. for a few reasons. First, the Herman et al. (199.5c) 

calculations include polarization, which is neglected in the current code. This dif

ference could produce disagreement as great as dzl2% for certain atmospheres and 

radiation paths, as discussed in Sect. 1.3. Second, the Herman et al. (1995c) results 

are calculated using the pseudo-spherical Flittner limb code, whose assumptions 

are described in Sect. 3.3. The differences between the Flittner limb code and the 

current code could produce significant differences in the calculated radiance, both 

for the single scattering and the multiple scattering. Third, the observer for the 

Herman et al. (1995c) calculations is 300 km above the surface of the Earth: the 

observer for the current calculations is at the nominal top of the atmosphere "r = SI 

km. But the atmosphere is so rarefied above SI km that the e.xact altitude of the 

observer is unimportant. Despite these ciualifications. the limb radiances calculated 

by the current code agree well with those shown in Fig. 3 of Herman et al. (1995c). 

The qualitative behavior is similar for the two figures at all wavelengths, and even 

the quantitative agreement is good (to the extent that one can compare one figure 

to another!). 

The opacity of the atmosphere changes greatly over the si.\ wavelengths presented 

in Fig. 3.17. but the behavior of / as a function of h follows a similar pattern for 

the si.x cases. In the upper atmosphere. / increases roughly exponentially with 

decreasing h - this portion of the curve is called the "exponential region." This 

behavior can be explained (to first order) by noting that the limb radiance at the 

top of the atmosphere is roughly proportional to the density of scatterers at the 
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tangent point for tlie patia under consideration (because losses due to extinction 

along the radiation path are not too large in the upper atmosphere). Both the path 

length and the volume extinction coefficient, k\ tend to be largest in the tangent layer 

for a limb radiation path, and therefore the scattering in the tangent layer makes 

the largest contribution to the observed radiance at the top of the atmosphere. 

Rayleigh scattering is the dominant source of extinction in the upper atmosphere 

at the wavelengths of interest, so the density of scatterers equals the density of 

molecules. The air density increases roughly exponentially with decreasing altitude, 

causing the observed limb radiances to vary with tangent height in a similar manner. 

The behavior of the radiance curve typically changes near the tangent height at 

which the optical path length from the tangent point to the top of the atmosphere 

~tan ^1- At that point, we typically enter a region in which / does not change 

significantly with further decreases in fi - this portion of the curve is called the 

"saturation region." The saturation region is difficult to explain simply, because it 

results from the interplay of several factors. .-\.s e.xceeds unity, the probability of 

transmission from tlie tangent point to the top of the atmosphere begins to decline 

more rapidly. .Vs a result, the limb radiance becomes less sensitive to further in

creases in the scattering at the tangent point. The attenuation of the solar beam at a 

given level also increases as the atmosphere becomes thicker, reducing the amount of 

solar radiation available for scattering at that level. .\t wavelengths with significant 

absorption, a photon that traverses a long optical path through the atmosphere has 

high probability of removal from the radiation field. Radiative transfer calculations 

are necessary to determine the relative importance of the various effects, and one can 

see differences in the behavior in the saturation region for the wavelengths shown in 

Fig. 3.17 due to the changing proportions of the various effects. But given the huge 



variation in the optical properties of the atmosphere as a function of wavelength, 

it is interesting to note how similar the six curves are. Of course, the change in 

atmospheric properties explains why the transtion from the e.xponential region to 

the saturation region occurs near oO km for the very thick atmosphere at Ai. while 

the transition occurs very near the surface for the much thinner atmospheres at A5 

and Ae. 

The ratio of single-scattered radiance to total radiance /s^// is also given as a 

function of h in Fig. ."LI?. .Again, the considerations mentioned earlier prevent exact 

agreement between the current calculations and those presented in Herman et al. 

(199.5c). Fig. 4. However, the ciualitative behavior shown in Fig. 3.17 generally 

agrees with that shown in Herman ef al. (199oc). Fig. 4. Some disagreement arises 

in the behavior of the curves AS h —>• 0 for the visible wavelengths A5 and Ag. but the 

overall differences are not dramatic. The current code shows d{fss/H /dh changing 

sign as h 0 for A5 and A,; in Fig. 3.17. which is not observed in Fig. 4 of Herman 

et al. (1995c). This behavior is consistent with the pattern of disagreement shown 

in Figs. 3.4. 3.12. and 3.13: The present code calculates less multiple scattering 

in the limb of the atmosphere than existing codes, particularly for relatively thin 

atmospheres in which ozone absorption is weak or absent. 

To examine the sensitivity of limb radiances to perturbations in the ozone pro

file. Fig. 3.18 is presented. Calculations are made for the aerosol-free standard 

atmosphere previously used for Fig. 3.17 at A = 0.602 fim. The calculation is then 

repeated five times, with a 10% reduction in the ozone abundance in a 1 km thick 

layer with its base at = 1^0. lo. 20. 25. and 30 km. respectively. In the upper 

half of Fig. 3.1s. the percentage change in limb radiance at various tangent heights 

due to this 10^^ reduction in ozone at various specific altitudes is plotted. The 
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Figure 3. IS: Percentage change in the reflected / at A = 0.602 /zm at the top of the 

Herman et al. (199oc) atmosphere due to ozone perturbations as a function of h for 

Oq = 60°. without (upper figure) and with (lower figure) aerosols. The perturbation 

is a 10% reduction in ozone abundance for a 1 km thick layer whose base lies at 

10 km (dot-dashed line). 1-5 km (three dot-dashed line). 20 km (solid line). 25 km 
(dotted line), and 30 km (dashed line) for the five cases. 
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sharp peak in sensitivity when h  = Z p f r t  is the most obvious feature. The very small 

(but non-zero) sensitivity for limb radiances with h > is also notable. The 

sensitivity of the total radiance (presented in Fig. 3.18) resembles the sensitivity of 

the single-scattered radiance very closely, e.xcept that the percentage change in Igs 

is precisely zero for h > Zpert-

It should be noted, however, that the sensitivity shown in the upper half of 

Fig. 3.18 differs somewhat from the sensitivity predicted for the same atmosphere in 

Fig. 6 of Herman et al. (lySoc). This troublesome result can probably be attributed 

to the fact that limb radiances are extremely sensitive to the exact method by 

which the optical path length through the tangent layer is calculated from 

the input atmospheric model. For e.xample. assuming that the volume extinction 

coefficient. Ic. is constant within the tangent layer produces a significantly different 

value for Artan than assuming that k- is a linear function of altitude within the 

tangent layer. In future work, various assumptions must be compared to determine 

the best way to compute Ar(,,n from the input atmospheric profiles. 

The calculation is then repeated with the addition of aerosols in the model atmo

sphere. The parameters that describe the aerosol distribution are given in Table 3.7. 

The aerosol size distribution is assumed to be log-normal, and is characterized by 

f/.V A' 
— 

-(In -)-^  r p  ' 

•ICT^ 
(3.3) 

(Ir s/2: 

where .V is the aerosol number density, and r is the aerosol radius. The aerosol pro

file is shown in the upper half of Fig. 3.19. and contains nearly equal aerosol loading 

in the stratosphere and troposphere. The stratospheric aerosol profile is based on 

S.A.GE e.xtinction data following the eruption of \It. Pinatubo (M. Newchurch. 

private communication), while the tropospheric aerosol number density simply in-



cjuantity symbol (units) value 

mean aerosol radius vq (/:m) 0.315 

standard deviation of the 

aerosol size distribution 

<7 0.307 

minimum aerosol radius rmin (/im) 0.01 

maximum aerosol radius '  tnitx ( /^ ^) 7.0 

real part of aerosol 

refractive index 
"Re 1.45 

imaginary part of aerosol 

refractive index 
"/m 0 

aerosol optical depth '  'ler 0.10121 

Table 3.7: Parameters that characterize the aerosol size distribution used in the 

turbid atmosphere calculations. 

creases exponentially with decreasing altitude. The aerosol size distribution is based 

upon parameters used in the calculations shown in Petropavlovskikh et al. (1996). 

The resulting sensitivity curves are shown in the lower half of Fig. 3.IS. The 

sensitivity to ozone perturbations at and below 1-5 km essentially vanishes when 

aerosols are added to the atmosphere, and the sensitivity at 20 km is significantly 

reduced. However, the sensitivity to ozone perturbations at "io km and 30 km is 

very slightly enhanced by the addition of aerosols. 

The addition of aerosols also significantly increases the magnitudes of the limb 

radiances. The difference between the limb radiances in the aerosol-free atmosphere 

and the turbid atmosphere, without perturbations in the ozone profile, is given in 

the lower half of Fig. 3.19. In the lower atmosphere, the limb radiances are re

duced by the addition of aerosols, while the limb radiances are enhanced in the 

upper atmosphere. The multiple-scattered limb radiances increase at all tangent 

heights when aerosols are added, but the response of the single-scattered limb radi-
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Figure 3.L9: .-Verosol e.\tinction coefficient versus altitude c for the chosen aerosol 

profile (upper half), and percentage change in the reflected / at A = 0.602 /im at the 

top of the Herman et al. (l!J9oc) atmosphere due to the addition of those aerosols 

versus tangent height h. with the unperturbed ozone profile. 
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ances is altitucie-dependeut: For small tangent heights, the single-scattered radiance 

decreases, while at larger tangent heights, the single-scattered radiance is nearly un

changed. 

These results demonstrate that limb scattering observations are sensitive to a 

relatively small change in the ozone abundance over a limited altitude range. Thus, 

the observations are sensitive to the details of the ozone profile. Limb scattering 

observations can be taken by a satellite instrument continually over the entire sun

lit portion of the satellite's orbit. This combination of good spatial and temporal 

coverage and high vertical resolution makes it a valuable addition to the suite of 

ozone observing measurements. By contrast, the nadir-viewing Total Ozone Map

ping Spectrometer / Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet instruments offer good spatial and 

temporal coverage, bat cannot reveal detailed profile information. And solar occul-

tation instruments, such as the Stratospheric .-Verosol and Gas E.xperiment and the 

Polar Ozone .\erosol Measurement, offer e.xcellent profile resolution, but the spatial 

and temporal coverage is sparse and sporadic because measurements are possible 

only during sunrise or sunset events. 

However, limb scattering observations (like the e.xisting measurements) have dif

ficulty detecting ozone changes in the presence of significant aerosol loading (par

ticularly in the stratosphere). Future research will be dedicated to overcoming this 

obstacle. In addition, limb scattering observations could be used for purposes other 

than ozone detection. For e.vample. Hilsenrath ct al. (1997) use observations of the 

limb scattered radiance at a non-absorbed ultraviolet wavelength to determine the 

tangent height that lies at the center of the instrument field of view. Limb radi

ances could also be used to detect trace gases other than ozone, and also to infer the 

properties of the atmospheric aerosol. .\11 of these are avenues for future research. 
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Chapter 4 

Conclusion 

A new scalar spherical-shell atmosphere radiative transfer code is presented in this 

dissertation. This code builds upon the previously developed scalar spherical-shell 

atmosphere radiative transfer code described by Thome (1990) and Herman et al. 

(1994). The solution is obtained by iteration with a SOOS scheme, which is well-

suited to exploit the power of parallel processing methods of computation. The 

new code allows simultaneous calculations at several solar zenith angles, improving 

the efficiency when solutions are sought for a range of solar zenith angles in a 

given atmosphere (e.g.. when a lookup table is being constructed). In addition, the 

multiple scattering interpolation used in the present code differs slightly from the 

method used by Thome (1990) and Herman tt al. (L994). which appears to alter 

the calculated radiances in the limb of the atmosphere. 

The new code is tested against the homogenous atmosphere results obtained by 

.A.dams and Ivattawar (1978) and Kattawar and .\dams (1978). which were obtained 

from a backwards Monte Carlo code. The reults generally agree to within the 

stated statistical fluctuations in the Monte Carlo solutions, although disagreement 

is obtained for isolated radiation paths, and the Kattawar and .Adams (1978) results 

appear to contain much larger statistical fluctuations than the paper implies for some 



atmospheres. Comparison to the .Adams and Kattawar (1978) results also suggests 

that the new code calculates significantly more accurate radiances in the limb of 

the atmosphere than the Thome (1990) and Herman et al. (1994) code. This is 

encouraging, because improving the accuracy of limb radiances was the primary 

motivation for developing the new radiative transfer model presented here. 

Intercomparisons between the Herman et al. (1994) code and the new code 

are also performed for more realistic atmospheres, containing ozone absorption and 

aerosol scattering in addition to Rayleigh scattering. The agreement is again excel

lent (generally better than l9r). except for paths in which d —>• 90°. For reflected 

radiation at the top of the atmosphere in the limb, disagreements of up to 17% 

are observed. .Although the performance of the new model in the .Adams and Kat

tawar (1978) comparisons suggests that it works properly in the limb, this finding 

must be e.xamined more closely. The non-physical behavior of the new model for 

{9 90°. o = 180°) at the surface is also troublesome, although it diminishes greatly 

when the spatial grid on which calculations are made is tightened. In the future, 

the quadratic interpolation with OQ used by the Herman et al. (1994) code will be 

tried in the new code, to see if this improves the performance of the new code for 

this case. 

These lingering questions concerning the new radiative transfer code recall a more 

general problem in spherical-shell radiative transfer work: .As mentioned earlier, no 

absolute standard e.xists for calculations of this kind, making objective assessment 

of any particular model difficult. .Although the present model certainly cannot 

be regarded as an "absolute standard." it should nevertheless be used in future 

work to produce a reference table of calculations. The results obtained by other 

methods for the same case could then be compared to these tabulated results. Such 
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comparisons are necessary to highlight the cases in which various models perform 

similarly (implying, but not ensuring, that the result is correct!), and also the cases 

in which significant disagreement occurs. The former result increases confidence in 

our ability to calculate scattered radiances in a spherical-shell atmosphere, while the 

latter result pinpoints those cases in which further work is needed. Intercomparison 

studies increase our knowledge of the expected accuracy in a particular calculation, 

and also lead to improvements in the models being compared. 

In the future, the present model must be modified to include refraction of the 

solar beam and polarization. Building these additions onto the foundation provided 

by the current code should not present an insurmountable difficulty, and the ver

satility of the model would be greatly enhanced by these added capabilities. The 

model could then be e.vpected to calculate the radiance and polarization properties 

accurately throughout the atmosphere, including the region for which Oq > 90°. At 

that point, a meaningful comparison would be possible between the results of the 

current code and those tabulated by Collins et al. (1972) and Blattner et al. (1974). 

in which refraction of the solar beam and polarization are correctly accounted for. 

•Another valuable addition to the present model would be a routine that explicitly 

integrates the multiple scattering source function along the chosen radiation path at 

the conclusion of the multiple scattering iterations. This method was suggested by 

Kourganoff (1963). and has been successfully used in flat atmosphere radiative trans

fer calculations by several authors (e.g.. Herman et ai. 1971: Herman and Browning. 

1975; Herman et ai. 19S0: Karp. 1981; Stamnes. 1982: Karp and Petrack. 1983). 

The value of 7^, obtained through the procedure of Kourganoff (1963) should gen

erally be more accurate than the estimate produced by (2.29). because the incident 

term in the method of Kourganoff (1963) is obtained through e.xplicit integration 
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of Jd along the entire path BP in Fig. 2.2. rather than through the interpolation 

with IZ as illustrated in (2.40). Use of the method of KourganofF (1963) is possible 

only if B lies within the region for which solutions e.xist. as mentioned earlier, but it 

would provide a valuable check on the validity of the interpolation with TZ. .Again, 

the .Adams and Kattawar (197S) comparisons suggest that the multiple scattering 

calculation in the current code is adequate, but the observed disagreement with the 

results of the Herman et al. (1994) code recjuires us to investigate the method used 

to calculate I^s further. 

The current model is valuable primarily for its versatility. It can be used to 

calculate tables of "simulated data" that guide the design of future remote sensing 

e.xperiments. and also to construct the look-up tables that are used to interpret 

actual data. It should also provide a valuable standard against which the calcula

tions of more appro.ximate models are compared. The computer storage space and 

run-time rec[uirements of the current model are formidable, and it seems unlikely 

that it could be used in an operational mode in the near future. This fact makes it 

particularly important to test the more efficient radiative transfer models currently 

in use. to ensure that the appro.\imations used to increase their efficiency do not 

adversely affect their accuracy. 
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